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NTENTSCONTEMTSCOIUTENTS CONTE NTSCONTENT5 CONTENTS CONTENTSCDN" 

ISJot WhatXhey 
AppearTo Be 

TOP: The reason we all dressed like that* 

MIDDLE; Ike Turner with one of his less 

seminal R&B discoveries. BOTTOM: 

ChoiesteroEs Jonas Salk* 

Poster Bov for Poster-Boy Behavior_30 
Imagine being the only member of your genera non not allowed to be a member of your 

generation. You warn ro slack, fuck off, read, play your guitar, chase women, dick around ar 

jobs, maybe be an actor for a while? Maybe for ten years? Forget it. Facing expectations frozen 

in place since 19^3, a quite normal guy whose dad happened to be the Beatles and whose 

mother happened to be the Virgin, Mary has been dealing, with middling success, with the 

most formidable existential crisis in human history. His only chance our of rhis hole: be a ge¬ 

nius, And he isn't one. (On the other hand, who is? David Granger?) So anyway, he has this 

magazine, Gwrge, which isn’t doing well, and wasn't a very good idea in the first place. What 

was he thinking? What was his master plan? Some sinister suggestions, 

ATaste of Caaa_ 
The grcar fuel of arr of any kind, of creation itself—of suspension bridges, of pasta made with 

squid ink, of the technique that put that glint of light in the eye of a Vermeer housewife—is 

the question: What if? What if I put that chair in the corner? What if we slapped some paint 

on the ceiling of that chapel? What if we ran for president? With an emperor penguin as a run¬ 

ning mate? That sort of thing. Here at SPY we asked ourselves: What if John Kennedy's mag¬ 

azine hadn't been based on the world of his father* but on that of his mother? A special preview 

of what might well be John s newest work-in-progress, if only he'd ask: What if? 

Your Manager, Your Boyfriend 
If you want to be a heterosexual man living in a country like America where a huge slaver- 

ing entertainment industry runs amok across the land* then you run the risk of something very 

bad happening to you. Fame could descend on your female consort, leaving you with little 

choice but to become a manager-boyfriend, writh ail the degradation and large-scale self-de¬ 

struction char involves. Or a boy friend-manager. Either dredge up what dignity you can* or 

if you're feeling lucky* try your hand at serial Jenny McCarthysf 

Dead IVIen Who Could Save the Worn n 26, 
Will Self looks into the twilight w orld of Dr. Jonas Salk and comes out with a lesson 

to save us all. 
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Some More 

Stuff 

TOP: Salmonella, leaping festively 

upstream. MIDDLE: Gumma Baldwin. 

BOTTOM: A sophisticate’s paradise. The 

real NYC. Where the supermodels roam. 

Great Expectations b 

Rebirth. From the fire. Shanci. 

Shoptions S2 

Sodom and Begorrah. Reviewed by your man in a green plastic derby. 

Disgruntled Former Employee_ 

An ungraceful, clumsy iitrie basrard unloads on photographer Annie Liebowit;:, 

Reconnaissance iz 

All the news you need to know: Alan Greenspan, Rubbermaid, death. 

Acceptable Discourse_13 

How the Times uses the words "meaty" and "hearty.” Pius: Roger Ebert explains the 

nature of salmonella, and the people are polled about Nelson Mandela and Ginger Spice. 

The Least Influential Poljticiaims in 

America_ 

Rep. Bob Barr (R), impeachment fanatic, is our first monthly stop. Plus: fresh results from 

our amazingly successful caption-the-N*i£ Yorker-\me drawirig competition. 

Jaime Pratt, Clever Old Woman Xfe 

And the Internet's long in the tooth as well. Also, a round-up of recent indecipherable jokes 

from our favorite sports-hack, Peter Vescey. 

Where's Bubbles? xt 

The indefatigable Isabel Waxman is still on the trail of Jackson's chimp. Plus, a disgust¬ 

ing Midori recipe. 

Rock-Paper-Scissors 1© 

This months hottest triangular relationships. Plus: Happy Birthday to gossip columnist 

Liz Smith, who turns 75 on February 2. Seventy. Five. Also, for shut-ins, and mute inglori¬ 

ous CeUims^The Virtual Career. 

Leftlv Speaking_2Q 

Bernard Livingstons newest poem, which ought to make capitalism feel very small. Plus, 

science gossip, about gas flanges, and so forth 

Celebrity CloutTest_22 

Imaginary celebrities “Michael" Baldwin and "Tito" Wayans compete lor admission to the 

hottest parties and nightspots in New York Ciry. 

Context Police_ 

The blurb that got put on the jacket, reunited with what the reviewer actually wrote. 

Also: Press Release Bluff Call, and SPY’s invoice of first-class magazine writing. 

Party Poor 32 

A highly qualified look at a litigious society. 
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EDITOR DIARY 

Easter Is In 
MArch 

It was with great pleasure that I found myself in conversation some weeks ago with my 

boyhood idol David Lee Roth. "Hi, How are you this evening?" he bellowed as I moved to¬ 

wards him across the room, Like old friends, we fell to talking, and Diamond Dive very kind¬ 

ly agreed to help SPY out with one of our little journalistic schemes. The next day, however, 

his publicist withdrew his offer in a communique that seemed to he suffused with paranoia, 

I may sue—it depends how I feel—but the whole experience set me thinking. If a histor¬ 

ical figure like Jesus Christ can reportedly return from the dead, then why is David Lee Roth, 

the golden boy of a much more recent century, having so much trouble merely coming back 

from obscurity? Is it really true that there are no second acts in American lives if you have de¬ 

veloped hair problems and the new crop ot models has no idea who you are? It's a thought 

which should torment us all, at least once a day. 

The resurrection of Christ is a wonderfully uplifting tale, but one that must necessarily rake 

a back seat to the progress of science in making the dream of coming back from the dead a 

reality for our children and for our childrens children, Who knows but that suddenly, three 

centuries after you're deadt there may not be a sudden dicker of astral light and you find your¬ 

self spooning jello in a srrange futuristic hospital—unaware of why or how you could have 

come to be resurrected. 

And also there's cloning, which makes our present sense of "reproduction" seem a bit 

sketchy. You know why people are afraid of cloning humans. Imagine if your done could re¬ 

member your childhood. And you're damn tootin' that no-one wants the Nature-Nurture 

question solved. What if you cloned Binstein* kept him in a fridge box on Guam, and he still 

had a thick German accent, and a gift for mathematics? What now? we’d ail ask. 

What would we not all give, immortality aside, for a second lease on life? If after our lives 

had reached their natural fullness, we were able to come back and finish the job? Even as a 

wraith. The bonks one never readt the museums we never visited,..but how much more ex¬ 

citing* though, to crack down and accost an old friend* perhaps as he uses a urinal* and say, 

sotto voce* "You thought I died,., but l didn’t die. Here I am,” 

Come to chink of it* however, this is the son of line Mr. David Lee Roth is probably al¬ 

ready using, though not* in all metaphorical senses, accurately. 

SPY 
JOHN P. CQLMAN* president, oeo 
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You can't hear them yelling at you anyway with your Prestige 

car stereo blasting away. But here’s something you do want to 

hear. The new Prestige P-84 has an auto reverse tape deck, 
Dolby® NR, and controls for the optional trunk mountable 

P-1000 ten CD changer. And it's built-in four channel 120 watt 

amp will put the over 40 set into cardiac arrest. Plus it has lots 
of cool options and a back lit LCD panel that makes all the 

functions easy to see. Hey, you have to keep at least one of 

your senses sharp. Give a listen to the whole line of high-end 
Prestige Audio at your nearest Prestige dealer. 

For more information, call Audiovox at 1-800-645-7750, 
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F"rojvi the: SPY 

(VlAILROOM 

TAKE A TRIP back in time. Jt is the 

early fall of 1978 and you’ve just finished 

Turtle-waxing your plastic couch covers 

as a vibrant John Paul Young comes Over 

the hi-fi proclaiming to the world that 

“Love is in the Air" You sink into the 

couch, let his melody invade your mind; 

you think of Cheryl Tiegs and then...Well, 

years have passed since then, eight-tracks 

Have fallen out of favor, we stopped using 

so much Styrofoam, and judging by this 

month’s mailbag, all that love in the air 

has been replaced with choking strains of 

hantavirus. Instead of perfume-scented 

bundles of billets-doux, we’ve received 

only mounds of dirty scribbling* from the 

likes of James F. Lasseter: *Tve been ig¬ 

noring all those form letters, and consid¬ 

ered letting my subscription lapse, but 

how could I, after reading the Holiday 

Issue?" Gee, thanks for casually ignoring 

our hours of paper-cut labor down here, 

Jim. That's real sweet of you. And as for 

you, Larry Gaver, who complain, “Match 

the tartness of one slice of grapefruit 

with the cloying syrup of a vanilla shake 

and you have the bittersweet taste left by 

your Holiday Issue...this issue was very 

entertaining," we are in no way liable or 

responsible for the way your magazine 

tastes (well, there was that one time, but 

we fired him). So readers, thanks for all 

the lovey-dovey cards and chocolates. 

We're all overcome by your love. Really- 

Holiday issies” 
E NTH U SIASTS 

I just bought your Holiday Issue a few 

days ago because it looked like a cool maga¬ 

zine, I got home and read it and it was the 

best magazine I've ever read. It was so funny! 

I loved st! All of the other people writing let¬ 

ters saying that they are so offended or mad 

at you guys for something obviously have no 

sense of humor at all! 1 plan on reading every 

issue of this magazine for the rest of my life! 

Keep it up guys!! 

Martin 5. West 

Baltimore. AID 

Regarding "Minority Gift Guide" [Holiday 

Issue}: brilliantly conceived and executed. 

David Hyatt 

Somewhere in America 

Your Holiday Issue was great. It showed, 

again, that yours is one of the best magazines 

in the world. But in your Internet thing 

["Naked City," p. 24]* I was left wondering: 

did any publication use that phrase more 

than once? 

Shelton Hull 

Jacksonville, FL 

You'll excuse us if we ignore the horrific pathos 

of your tiny little question and thank you for a 

lovely compliment. 

I\l EO-StRUCTU RALiSTS 

You know, Toby Young s article, "The 

'Plot" Thick’uns" in the Holiday Issue was 

quite on the mark, but it wasn't really very 

funny. It begins with the same kind of be¬ 

nign sarcasm I used to throw into my term 

papers in school, then degenerates into— 

what? Nothing! Self-righteous* film-de- 

greed claptrap! The least Young could 

have accomplished was a dig at Sunset 

Boulevard, But instead: praise. It is all just 

very disappointing. 

You’ll be happy to know, however, that 

outside of this article* a missing period in 

the middle of the third paragraph of this 

article, and an extra 'n1 in the word! "unap¬ 

pealing" on page 58* I couldn't find any¬ 

thing else wrong with this issue. Except for 

the penis enlargement ad being listed under 

"Heakh/Fitness." Who do you think you 

are kidding? 

Sean Wdfsm 

Chicago, IL 

I am glad to see* in a pitying sort of way, 

that Old Toby [Young] continues to plod 

away at what is left of his craft. Although 

some might consider that writing incoherent 

delenses of incoherent writing [“The 'Plot' 

Thick Lins"] is intellectually tawdry, it has a 

sorr of aesthetic meta-consistency about it 

that one might admire, but probably won't, 

Oh well. 

John F. Richardson 

Bordentouw, Nj 

Interesting. Your depressed, shrugging hope¬ 

lessness has a kind of meta-consistency with the 

fact that you live in New Jersey. 

High on Lifers 
Just got done reading your 1997 

"Commemorative" Issue* Man oh man* what 

a killer "! Way to get the "last word” on 

those goofy dead folks Dodi, Di, and Mother 

Teresa. Not to mention "murder" victim 

JonBenet Ramsey, You certainly put them in 

their “final resting place”! And the pun on 

your covet, incredibly tying together "Dl,” 

with “die" and "Ellen" with, well ... "die”! 

To "die" for! With wit like yours about* I'm 

sure Noel Coward is squirming in his 

“grave." Unfortunately, I must request you 

“kill” my subscription, I don’t want to 

"laugh” myself to death! 

Rudy Yuly 

Seattle, WA 

Oh be quiet Noel Coward would have urinated In 

his trousers if he read that issue. In fact, he 

might have urinated in someone else's trousers. 

Maybe even yours. Incidentally, though, he real¬ 

ly is "dead." No quotes necessary. 

I love your magazine, 1 love figure skat¬ 

ing* f love Ellen (and Ellen), and rhough I was 

greatly saddened by the death of Princess 

Diana, I can see and find humor in your arti- 

c!e dealing with these topics. They seek (or 

sought) publicity and therefore deserve what 

b SPY March ma Copyrighted material 
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comes their way. Bur JonBenet Ramsey does 

not Th*; caption under the photo on your ed¬ 

itorial page was going way too fat, Du any of 

you have children? Have you lost them? I will 

continue to subscribe to and enjoy your mag¬ 

azine, But 1 hope l won't have to encounter 

any more one-sided skewering of an innocent 

child. Her parents are fair game; she is not. 

Scott Rommans 

via the internet 

That's not what her parents say. 

MeatTechnician 
You may wane to have your contributors 

read the other articles in the magazine before 

it’s published. Dan Bova ["Standing Bulb" 

November 1997) mentions thar he finished 

the last bite of an "undercooked hot dog," Yet 

in "Diary of a Frank” [November 1997}, Lou 

clearly states (about hot dogs): “You're only re¬ 

heating 'em, not cooking 'em. Re-heating 

'em,” Dan's statement therefore should have 

read "an underheated hot dog." Or is Lou 

pullin' our chain? By the way, certainly one of 

the funniest issues in recent memory, 

Michael Younger 

San Fraud scot CA 

Convicted Murderer 
The murder adjective "satanic” from 

“Death-Heads; Make the Adjective Fit the 

Crime" [November 1997},. confirmed my own 

analysis of my pare in the Manson family 

murders in 1969- SPY readers may be inter¬ 

ested to know thar a person who commits a 

'satanic" crime can still find the mercy of 

God, though Man may never forgive. I am a 

living testimony to the consequences of Sa¬ 

tanic worship. My life should be a warning to 

all those who would choose to indulge. 

Charles "Tex' Watson 

Mufe Cmh State Prison 

Howdy, Tex. Thank you for the signature in 

pen, which the mall boy just traded for a 

Volkswagen. 

Self—Promoter 

Let me be the first to compliment you on 

Will Selfs article “Angel, Saint, or Male 

Opportunist in Drag?" [“Dead Men Who 

Could Save the World," Holiday Issue], I'm 

sure you will be bombarded with hate mail, 

and at first when I was reading, i was thinking, 

“Sheessh, they're picking on such a sacred cow" 

(no pun intended). Then 1 realized that's what 

T liked about it. How completely brave to pick 

on someone so beyond ridicule. 

Jeff Clark 

Via the Internet 

Don't be sarcastic. 

Voung Punk 
Is your catolog [sicj one with cool stuff 

that you can order? It would be really nice if 

you could send me a free catolog [sic]. I am 

in seventh grade. Please send tiie free catolog 

[sic] to [address withheld]. Thanks a lot for 

your time, 

A ndreu Stitt 

Villanom, PA 

A SPY catalog, Andrew, would contain more 

"coot stuff' than you can currently imagine. We 

also would probably charge a nominal fee for 

its delivery. 

Send letters tot Letters Editor, SPY, 49 E. 
21st St, 11th Floor, New York, NY 1GQ10 
(e-mail: SpylVIagaz@aol.com}. 
Please include your daytime phone number 
and address. Letters may be edited for 
length and clarity. 

OFFICIAL SELECTION 
CANNES TORONTO NEW YORK 
w. FILM FESTIVALS 

Dove Kehr, DAILY NEWS 

Michele Shapiro, GLAMOUR 
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, 
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy. 

16mg"iar,H 1.1 mg nicorine av. per cigaretie by FTC rn&thad, 

£i Philip Morris tnc 199B 
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Recon naissance 

As the Asian financial markets crash briefly and irrelevantly on the other side of the planet, SPY visits 
the intelligence center of the universe. 

nless someone s trying to spook you into dumping shares of 

Texaco hy spreading ehc rumor that Houston was just hit by 

a nuclear weapon, the information available and consumed 

in financial centers is pretty reliable, If Mam is flattened by a vol¬ 

cano, the local wizard of pineapple futures is going to want to hear 

about it. Unlike average citizens, who often only want their facts 

to seem true and be exciting, money people really care about their 

information being fresh, exclusive, and, where possible, accurate. 

But there ate exceptions. Wall Street is no more mured than your 

auntie to an exciting rumor or tidbit, and things do sometimes get 

blown out of proportion. Interested in the nature and quality of 

Wall Street information, we ventured onto the floor of the New 

York Stock Exchange, and, interacting with the natives, obtained 

and examined several fascinating samples of information, and ob¬ 

served what information can do to your money. Or someone elses. 

RUBBERMAID DROPS THE BALL 
Rubbermaid Corporation of Wooster, Ohio, the world's largest 

maker of plastic containers, is being placed under "heavy scruti¬ 

ny" by a rubicund trader from E.E Hutton. He is unnerved by 

the appearance of Rubbermaid products in a string of deadly mur¬ 

ders that reached epidemic proportions this past fall: people are 

turning up dead in sturdy, economical Rubbermaid products. A 

10 year old from Massachusetts was raped and beaten, to death, and 

his remains dumped in a 50-gallon Rubbermaid container. A 

woman was bludgeoned to death and her body was stuffed into a 

similar Rubbermaid trash bin only days after the firsr incident. 

When reached for comment about the storage of "precious items' 

in the brand-name containers, a Rubbermaid spokesperson said 

“Obviously Rubbermaid has a wonderful reputation and a promise 

to consumers that we will provide exceptional, quality products." 

Rubbermaid President Waif Schmidt, talking about something 

else in 1992, presaged the situation (possibly sensing a new, un¬ 

explored market) by making remarks about the outrageous mark¬ 

up on coffins. After more than a decade in the top ten on Curium 

magazine's lisr of the 100 Most Admired Companies in America, 

Rubbermaid dropped to number 22. 

FED HEAD'S FRIGHTENING CASH FLOAT 
The chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank, Alan Greenspan, is 

a favorite topic on the Exchange. Usually brokers discuss his poli¬ 

cies, bur recent charter focuses on his persona! portfolio; 

Greenspan, the man who can send stock markets crashing if he 

scratches his eyebrow, heps about $2 million of his personal fortune in 

cask The effect of this information? 

"Greenspan announces he's got this cash. People panic. His 

worth goes up, Mine goes down," says a trader. What s the solu- 

tion? The consensus on Wall Street may surprise you. 'Most peo¬ 

ple here think be shouldn't have free assets like that," the trader 

says. "Give all his money to some comptroller, who won't tell 

Greenspan anything. It’ll be like shooting craps, which is what 

everyone else does anyway," 

OMINOUS LOOMINGS FOR SYDNEY OLYMPICS 
Persons looking to make money off the Olympics, to be held 

in Sydney, Australia in 2000, would be advised to be aware of the 

tumor (courtesy of Ted, a thirty-something bond-specialist who 

also said, apropos of nothing, that he no longer affiliates himself 

"with the single-malt crowd") chat the “grief-crazed fan" who 

attempted to “hang" himself from a church balcony at the 

funeral of former INXS frontman Michael Hutchence (later 

reports made it plain that he intended to do himself no harm) may 

be a member of a Sydney-based conceptual arc collective with fur¬ 

ther plans to use the 2(Kit) Olympics as a ‘performance space" for 

amusing conceptual “happenings." Ted admits that he may have 

in fact been affiliated with the “single-malt crowd" when he heard 

this interesting news, calling at least one bit of Wall Street 

information into question. 
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Acceptable Discourse 

Ms hr Miner snip 
Entities That the New York Times Has Decided to Label Either 
“meaty” or “hearty” 

“MEATY" 
* Bodies that harken back to the late 80s 

and early 90s 

•Janh Joplin’s hand 

‘Fran Drescher’s autobiography 

* Business issues that people prefer 

to discuss in person 

*The role of a maniacal, sadistic gigolo 

* Men lacking balance, stamina and/or skill 

■The amount there is to quarrel about in 

PBS political documentaries 

■The "baggage11 that surrounds human 

bones 

•The texts that picture-book illustrators 

are always on the prowl for 

•Slavery, the industrial revolution, and 

class struggle 

“HEARTY” 
• Chortling Englishmen who should 

be avoided 

•A big breakfast of crickets 

■Electricians, plumbers, and cooks 

•Those who try to eat while watching 

Operation 

•Viking amplitude 

•The will it takes to survive in North Dakota 

•Dance moves that are specifically 

indebted to martial arts 

•Unadorned voices used in Gospel Quartet, 

the God-fearing granddaddy of doo-wop 

•The style of productiveness that is lack¬ 

ing in depressed, almost suicidal youths 

•Answering a compliment by saying 

"That’s what Pm paid to do” An Ongoing Guide to the Power 
Players of the Animal Kingdom 
(This is our first bacterium.) If {the salmonella bacterium] were a 

person, it would be one of these big, 

tall guys with their head shaved, 

down in che cellar of a torture chamber. Or a 

worm at the bottom of a sunless sea.. .Thats 

wliac it was like. 

"It did create the must dramatic moment 

in the history of Shkd & Ebert. We were go¬ 

ing to cape a show that day and my doctor 

said, 'You’re going to be so dehydrated that 

you will probably tneak out,' 1 said, 'We have 

ro tape rhe showf because we had already 

rented the satellite time to distribute it with, 

and he said, 'Tafie the show, then I'm going 

to check you into the hospital,' 

"So 1 put a waste can right behind my 

seat, in the balcony, you know, where I sit 

aeross from Gene, I was drinking mineral 

water and crying ro do my best, 

"We got to die hrar movie and lie liked 

it, but I didn’t. And so he praised it. And 1 

said, “I really disagree with you, in fact, J re¬ 

ally hated this movie. And with that, I 

grabbed for the waste-basket and hurled. 

Enormous projectile vomiting—great vol¬ 

umes. Gene j use looked at me and said. That 

bad, huh?1 

'But char was about it, J was able to get 

through the rest of the show.. Then 1 checked 

into the hospital, they gave me fluids for 24 

hours, and 1 was fine," 

An Exdushe SPY fntmieu 

POLL RESULTS: “DO YOU THINK A ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

GERI ‘GINGER SPICE’ HALUWELL AND NELSON MANDELA WOULD HAVE ANY 

CHANCE OF LONG-TERM SURVIVAL?" 

AGGREGATE: 59% No chance 41% Some chance, however small 

MEN: 44% 56% 

WOMEN; 74% 36% 

Nature of tlic Bciast 

Foitiign Rein lions 

awii1 * m 
Respondents prefer no affair 
between Ginge and fabled 
South African leader. When President Nelson Mandela 

of South Africa met the Spice 

Girls* he complained chat he felt 

old around the young pop stars. Getrf 

"Ginger Spice” HaJJi we IP, never slow to 

suggest intimate connections between 

herself and world leaders, replied; 

'’You're not old. You're its young as the 

girl you fed. And I'm 25! "SPY, uncom¬ 

fortable with the apparent suggestion 

chat rile dignified old man who over¬ 

threw apartheid could be taken with 

some self-promoting tart, deeided tu find 

out what the rest of the world thought about the chances of a fulfilling, long-term re¬ 

lationship between the two. Like so many of our more frivolous exercises, it ended up 

blowing our minds. Someone with a fancy degree and a little bit o( 'get up and go" 

will probably be able to build an entire career out of the following statistics. 
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Attach New YorkerAsh Cartoon 
Captions to Whimsical 
New Yorker Illustrations, 
Win Vague Prizes 
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Winner 
“Wilson..,Pmldnbead Wilson" 

—Colin Cigarran, Brooklyn, NY 
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'‘The walls, roofs, and windows art rough¬ 

ly rendered, with cursory regard for perspective, 

hut it's home." 

—Michael Rodman, Ypsilanti, Ml 
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Depressing Failure 
Utnmimn, this r.r really an excellent issue 

o/J'W " 
—Ken Paprocki, New York, NY 

O.C. Eunuchs 

Hunting for Washington’s King of Not Mattering Dur search for the nation s least 

influential politician begins with 

Bob Barr, Republican Represent¬ 

ative from Georgia. When not fussing 

with his hair, Barr enjoys a political ca¬ 

reer that consists of reciting amateur 

verse, chatting about God, mentioning 

folks back home, and proposing bills chit 

either have no hope of becoming law or 

are transparently symbolic, SPY takes a 

backwards glance at a futile career: 

November 5, 1997: Barr introduces a 

resolution asking the Committee on the 

Judiciary to see whether Bill Clinton 

could be impeached. Republican chair¬ 

man of the House Judiciary Committee, 

Henry Hyde, calls the measure ‘prema¬ 

ture" and Hyde’s aides say he wants to 

avoid empty gestures. 

October 24, 1997: Barr suggests that 

Congress change the name of the Wash¬ 

ington National Airport to the "Ronald 

Reagan Washington National Airport/' 

September 29, 1997: Barr makes a 

suggestion, "I include for the record a 

review of WACO: The Rules of Engagement 

which aired on the Siskel & Ebert Show, 

Both of these respected and widely read 

critics gave rhe film a rhumbs up,., 1 

commend the reviews of this movie and 

the film itself to all Americans/' 

September 10, 1997: Barr makes an 

announcement: "Mr. Speaker, after 39 

years in the banking community, Benny 

L, Tolbert, a resident of Rockmart, GA, 

in the Seventh District of Georgia, has 

taken early retirement/' 

July 17,1997: Barr takes a hard stand 

against ambient air-quality standards: 

"Mr, Speaker, Americas children do not 

need weird science/' 

June 26, 1997: Barr rakes a trip down 

somebody elses memory lane: "Mr, 

Speaker, 50 years ago this Saturday 

Grover Hobbs and Lorene Fincher were 

married in Heard County.. .Their com¬ 

mitment truly personified what marriage 

oughr ro be.” 

May 1, 1997: A b USy day: "Mr. 

Speaker, I would like to have the follow¬ 

ing poem inserted into the Congressional 

Record,,/WhEir My Flag Means to Me' 

was written by William Watkins, a fifth 

grader at Alto Park Elementary School in 

Rome, GA." 

May 1, 1997: "Mr. Speaker, on this 

National Day of Prayer, l think it is im¬ 

portant for all of us and lor the American 

people to realize that we do, as did our 

Founding Fathers, derive our powers, 

derive our sense of what is right and 

wrong,. .not from within ourselves, but 

from the hand of God..." 

September 21, 1996: Barr s greatest 

moment: the entirely symbolic Defense of 

Marriage Act. Beut is one of five sponsors 

U-S. Rep. Bob Barr 

ON HAIR: "Ttie only thins I do i$ 

shampoo everyday. Aussie shampoo, 

recommended by the lady who cuts my 

hair. No conditioner...! just let it air dry. 

If I’m going to be out* and 1 know it’s 

windy, 111 put just a tad of spray on it. 

Whatever’* within reach,” 

of a bill whose chief purpose is to define 

the word "marriage" as a heterosexual 

union, leaving the actual legality of gay 

marriage to be decided by rhe States and 

the courts. 

December 26,1995: The first time, of 

two times, that a piece of Barrs legislation 

was made into law. The resolution modifies 

the "quantity specifications" of the 1996 

Atlanta Centennial Commemorative Coin 

Act, "providing] the mint the flexibility 

to mint more of the popular dad coins, for 

example basketball and baseball.” 
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Inside Peter Vocstiy 

Somebody stop this man! For a week or two after SPY first took 

aim at Peter Vecsey for the abysmal 

quality of bis one-line: “In" jokes, it ap¬ 

peared that he had gotten the message. No 

longer, it seemed, did each of his 

basketball columns in the New York Post con¬ 

clude with a flurry of pithy, overly 

allusive "jokes” referring to obscure players and 

situations. Since then, however, Vetsey has 

gleefully returned to his old tricks. Let us reit¬ 

erate, tiler], for the benefit of Peter Vecsey him¬ 

self, should he be reading this, and for 

anyone whose opinion he values, that 

the founding principle of "in'-jokery—■ 
of jokes that only those in the know are able to 

understand—-is the following: if the listener 

understands the obscure references, 

the joke should become furmkr than if he or 

she does nor understand the references. Not 

just as funny* Peter And certainly nut—obvi¬ 

ously not—las funny, —A. V. 

JOKE: ““Apropos of nothing or 

everythingH Robert Parish says be has 

always been impressed by Kentucky 

bluegrass." 

IMPACT OP JOKE OH UNINITIATED: 
None, 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: 
a. Robert Parish, now retired, 

was for many years the star center of 

the Boston Celtics, 

b. The new coach of the Boston Celtics 

is a man called Rick Pin no. 

c. Rick Pitino’s last job was coaching 

the University of Kentucky basket¬ 

ball team, 

d. Kentucky bluegrass is a type of grass. 

e. "Grass" is a slang term for marijuana. 

f, Robert Parish was arrested in 1993 for 

possession of marijuana. 

PERCENT CHANGE IN COMEDIC 
PUNCH once references are “under' 

stood”: 0, 

JOKE: ”1 liked woman ref Dee Kantner 

better when she was in the Jefferson 

Airplane," 

IMPACT OF JOKE ON UNINITIATED: 
None. 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: 
a. In 1997, lor the first time in any ma¬ 

jor American sport, the NBA has female 

referees, rwo of them, 

b. One of the female referees is called 

Dee Kantner 

c. The frontman of sixties rock n‘ 

roll band Jefferson Airplane was 

named Paul Kantner. 

d. Paul Kantner has rhe same last name 

as Dee Kiintner: Kantner. 

e. It is startling to think of a female 

NBA referee as a member of a big six¬ 

ties rock band. 

f. It is startling to think of someone from 

a big sixties rock band as an NBA reieree, 

PERCENT CHANGE IN COMEDIC 

PUNCH once references are “under¬ 

stood”: -5. 

Faux Spring Chickons 

Hunting down, and celebrating, 
the brave chameleons of public life 

and entertainment 

Number 31: Jane Pratt 
Science has established that without a 

trustworthy honest mentor to give her at I vice, 

a young teen or twenty-something girl can 

easily spiral into behaviors like 

anorexia and cutting herself 

with knives. Let's hope, then, 

that the winsome readers of 

the “hot” new magazine 

Jam aren't too surprised us 

learn that their scrunchied, 

gum-snapping editor-in- 

chief is a clever woman of 

-four. Welt done, Jane 

Pratt! Self-promoter, failed 

talk show host, now-discred¬ 

ited “youth” magazine edi- 

we can’t wait to see what 

do next! 

Number 32: The Internet 
Is this a great time or what? Five years ago, if you were a poor, 

sad person, housebound through injury, and the only thing you'd 

ever really wanted to do was play chess with someone from 

Australia, you were quire lirtrally faced with a logistical night- 

mare-—pen pal agencies, long-distance phone bills, accidentally 

catching the side of the chess board with one of your crutches as 

you went to fetch a tissue and having to start over from scratch. 

Nine rimes out of ten, in the end, it wasn't worth the bother, 

And then, "Boom! "Ping!" Ta Da! : somewhere around 

1993, the Interna arrives. It seems young, feisty, and eager to 

please. We "install” it onto our "hard drives", we have men drill 

holes in our walls that we may betrer connect to it, chat we may 

be there for it, out of the goodness of our hearts, when it stumbles 

and falls, as young things invariably do. At night, as we shut down 

our units, having spent an evening downloading" "software", we 

know quietly' chat the Internet has made us fee! young again. 

Well, you may have appreciated that the Internet is a compli¬ 

cated technical entity, but the odds are you did not realize that its 

complexity extended all the way into the realm of being truthful 

and honest about itself! Oh yes. The Internet will tell you how ro 

cook loins ol pork and what a geologist has just discovered, but 

what it strangely doesn't tell you is that it was in fact invented back 

in 1968 by the U S. Department ol Defense. For all the talk about 

the hot new ’World Wide Web", wouldn’t it be funny if there 

were suddenly people talking about the "World Wide Cobweb"! 

Just kidding! Thanks for the clever birthday surprise! 
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Gag Keflex 

MMOM SHIP 
1 ll Moll' 
Mrs. Midori’s monthly recipes 
for the world’s most revolting 
melon-based liqueur If you still have a quart or two of 

good vanilla ice cream left over in 

the freezer from summer..,well, 

then you're a stronger woman than 1! 

Seriously though, rbere is—contrary to 

popular belief—no law that says it has to 

be hoc outside for you to take your Midori 

as a refreshing after dinner dessert. "Here’s 

howl” as Eugene O'Neill would put it. 

—Nancy "Afrr, Alidwi" Get!ami 

1, Into a wine glass, deposit two scoops of 
good vanilla ice cream. Nothing cheap. 
2* In a separate vessel, combine 2 jiggers 
of Midori with 1 jigger Sour Mix. Whisk. 
3* Drizzle mixture over ice cream. 
4, Sprinkle with little chocolate chips. 
5. Serve immediately and garnish with 
sparkling conversation. 

Where’s Bubbles? 

m cum n M in mmi 
Michael Jackson’s former best friend is still missing. So Bubbles, apparently, was living in a home for unwanted chimps! 1 hung up the 

phone, my instincts jangling. Unwanted? Back in the eighties, it sometimes 

seemed as if Bubbles the Chimp—nearly human in diaper and jacket with 

epaulets, dining on canapes and baring his fangs at Elizabeth Taylor, shambling hand- 

in-hand with the worlds most popular entertainer (Michael Jackson)—had possibly 

crossed the "glass barrier” between beasts and human beings. No question, Bubbles had 

been the highest-ranking animal in the world. And now he was unwanted! 

After some* time with the Yellow Pages, I called the Wildlife Way station, a home 

for unwanted animals neat LA. 1 spoke to the centers publicist Jerry Brown, who cold 

me all about the facility, about how it was a home for all sorts of wild animals from all 

over the country. He was very excited to talk with an obviously professional journalist. 

Cleverly, J broached t he subject of "donated” celebrity pets. 

"A lot of the times," said Jerry, "the 

celebrities don’t necessarily want to be 

acknowledged lor what they do. Nobody 

wants me saying. Oh yeah, Mike Tyson 

brought a lion cub in.' Maybe because they 

don’t want people knowing they can't take 

care or their animal." 

When I asked him about Buhhky how¬ 

ever, he told me that the entertainer's 

ex-chimp wasn't there—that he had heard 

the rumors of his being there, but that 

they weren't true. 

Taking the ape by the horns, I called 

the famous Burson Marstcller PR agency. 

Paul Flaherty answered the phone on 

speaker. "1 don't have anything to do with 

Michael Jackson," he said. This was sinis¬ 

ter. Celebrity Services charges a pretty 

penny for these celebrity contact numbers. 

It is not possible that they are wrong. "Try Bob Jones at Jackson's company MJj. I 

called Bob Jones on his cellular phone and asked him casually if he could tell me where 

Bubbles was, and if ic was possible that Bubbles had in fact been shot by one of 

Michael's henchmen. T here was a pause."! don't mean to demean the fare of Bubbles," 

he said, "but your questions are absurd." 

Suddenly, I remembered something Jerry Brown had told me. He had let slip ill 

conversation that the Wildlife Way-station was just completing a $1 million primate cen¬ 

ter this year. Primate. As in Chimp. Wleered they1 gotten the money for that? 

I called the Wildlife Waystation again. Jerry Brown said that I would be better off 

talking to ' Marti ne,” the founder of the Ways tat ion. Easier said than done. First, 

Marti ne missed a scheduled call. Then she was "away," Then Jerry, who had always 

been happy to take my calls, was suddenly "on the phone" every time 1 called. Finally, 

after days of calling, 1 got through to Jerry. 1 le sounded frightened. Marrine could not 

speak to me because she was in the hospital. He said he'd call me back. He didn't call 

me back, so l called again. Jerry was unable to say what she was suffering from. "I tell 

you, 1 usually talk with Marrine once a day U said Jerry, "and I haven't spoken with her 

in a week" 

My hair stood on end as I replaced the receiver. Where was the hairy little fellow, 

and what had they done with him? What was wrong wirb Martine? I looked in the 

mirror. Would what had happened to them also happen to me? Perhaps there was only 

one way to find out.—-Isabel Waxnian 

Next Issue: A Chimp-Shaped Blip on the Radar. 
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Rock K*a per-Scissors 

Reality-Based Triangles That Help You Be Fair 

jH s discussed, the classic playground method of settling minor disputes—the 

s|l famous Rock-Paper-Scissors method* where both plaintiffs count to three* then 

■ ■shape their hands to represent Rock, Paper, or Scissors (understanding that 

Scissors cut Paper, Rock blunts Scissors* and Paper covers Rock)—such. Paper may 

occasionally “cover" rock, bur—come on* peopled—which would you racher find 

yourself armed with in a tight spot? Exactly, The principle from which this unwritten 

ritual draws its authority simply isn't worth the paper it isn't written on. Below, some 

useful improvements. 

Nelson Mandela overtbrows the South African government* which ends Winnie 
Mandela's terrorism; she Had previously cuckolded Nelson, Farmers kill diseased sheep 
and feedthem to cows; cows, when eaten by farmers, jr/rethem Mad Cow Disease* 

Birthdays! 

li Tears hung 
Fishwife and tattletale 
Liz Smith celebrates 
her 75th birthday! It's not for nothing 

that lively Liz 

Smith (on right) 

wears cowprint. Cow¬ 

girl Liz, 75 years 

young on February 

2nd, was born in Fort 

Worth* Texas way back in 

1923, when tequila-crazed 

phtoteros in sombreros and 

huaraches still raided 

across the border. We can 

bet that the birth of 

Elizabeth McCall Smith 

made her parents the hap¬ 

piest "Bighorns" in the 

whole world* even if 

they weren't still just 

delighted about the recent defeat 

of the Kaiser, the invention of 

sulfa drugs* and the possibility of partial 

electrification of the state of Texas. 

After an uneventful childhood spent in 

the days before penicillin and television, 

the plucky little girl from the scarcely 

Indian-free Lone Star State went to work 

at Dell Publishing* in the large* fright¬ 

ening, but terribly exciting ’’Big Apple.’’ 

Liz enjoyed an ordinary office-career ar 

Dell* grappling and crawling her way 

from one uninteresting position to the 

next. Bur she held onto her dreamy and* as 

talent will out, in 1976 Liz had her shot: 

columnist with the Daily News syndicate, 

a job she held until 1991, Liz made occa¬ 

sional appearances on Television, as she 

does to this day, gaining feme with an au¬ 

dience of “slobbering* sexually disenfran¬ 

chised matrons" as Cimra Wilson said. 

But nothing keeps you young like do¬ 

ing sychophantic spin-control for power¬ 

ful people and sometimes actually 

delivering gossip about rhe already weak¬ 

ened* unpopular, or destroyed. “After the 

Middle Ages comes rhe Renaissance*" as 

rhe always chipper Liz is fond of saying— 

and she sure is right, historically speak¬ 

ing. Sly Liz knows however that in the 

ordinary human life span* though, mid¬ 

dle-age is thirty five! A couple of happy 

returns there, Liz! 
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virtual Cm® 
The Handheld Pocket Substitute 
for Professional Existence 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

A new career has appear from college or 
parent basement to have success and fame! 
Easy no problems! 

Daily Maintenance remember press 0 

when these appear: 

NOW YOU ARE HAVING CAREER 

To bring career to metro zone from 
college you'll have to press the reset but¬ 
ton located on the back of the Virtual 

Career with a pointed substance. 
Note: do not press reset button hard when 

using a sharp pointed substance! 
Watch out for following signs! Can be 

trouble or change o f progress! 
Begin. 

You write novel. Novel tell 

story of young man coming 

50-up from canl 

Rounded, Theme of work 

must be changed every day 

or career turn one-dimen¬ 

sional like Quentin 

Tarantino? Change theme 

frequently. Do not forget] 

Social confidence scale! if 

confidence is small, pressing 

button d gives points equiva¬ 

lent to conversation with 

loving mother on phone. 

Too much pressing and 

lose edge! 

Small visibility and career 

become futile. Make sure 

you are expose. 

Maybe this mean health con¬ 

cern! Maybe does not. 

Career man must sometime 

have few drinks, relax. Do not 

press too often. Get work 

points for no pressing] But no 

one like a creeping-Jesus! 

Pillow, Without sleeping 14 

v hours daily, no ideas come 

for making genius! No 

snooze, you lose! I 

Ass* Sometime you have to ■ ■■■ ■ i_ 
■ \ kiss. Not too often! I*’ **. 

a | Everything In proportion! 
"a 

v 
9 
■ 

mindedness of own home 

small to1wn I 

Score! You have win booker 

prize for terse and manly 

kuns ter roman. 

No more top ramen now. 

Struggle has be worth it. 

Sweep into Balthazar and 

have steak frites with 

Patricia Arquette. 

Tmm" You scored! Now Serena 

Altshul want you too! 

Time for label! Press a for 

"wunderkind", b for "enfant 

terrible/' Caution! Too many 

6 presses and glamorous 

self-destructiveing will begin! 

Press D to Quickly overdose 

and detox to restore 

humility! 

Website meeting symbol 

flash, career can grow for¬ 

ward, Jf accessories correct! 

Press a for plastic see- 

through briefcase! Press B 
for no-prescription glasses 

with thick frames! One of 

each, or disaster! 

Career now good, quickly 

press button C to start 

Bidding War between all me¬ 

dia encampments! War! 

-- 
• IB Career must have right foods to terms with either [button 

!! . 
pa* 
a • a 
*a a 

a 
for interview later on in fu- E;;s “*;S A] own genius arid gift of 

■ 
m a tore! Button a: pizza crust words; or [button £?| place ■*»■■■■* ■i 

mm ■ 
M from dumpster. Button 6; cold in universe and narrow- 

99 

You are interview by hip pop 

culture magazine. And why 

not? Who else. Press A to be¬ 

have like genx icon. Press 8 

for self absorb asshole. No 

choice! We fool you. 

People don't like you. But 

why should they I Press A to 

say "they jealous/' Press B 
tosay"hmm, M aybe a 

point/' 

You begin feel wobbly in 

head as all genius must at 

times. Press A to continue 

rehearse play about dancing 

singing bohemians. Press B 
to go to doctor. You have 

press B. Now you will live, 

Successful everything at once! 

You singing dancing man with 

Pulitzer novel. You direct film 

now. Press A to be witty at 

social function. Press B. To 

change theme, 

Into the studio. Your album 

outsell Beatle. 

Now film! You win oscar! 

Best picture-making! Best 

writer! You are one of very 

few all time greats. 

Oh no. People think you 

stink.You are overexpose! 

No one like you. But this h 
brief. Press A to change 

pace. Press B to go into 

politics now. 

You are elect president like 

other Writer Vaclav Havel 

Press C to become philoso¬ 

pher-king. 

You have achieve 

apotheosis. Co ng ratlj Iation! 

It is now time to chill Press 

A to go ask mother for 

cigarette and few drinks, 

press B to die. 

THANK YOU FOR PLAY GAME! 
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Leftly Speaking, with Bernard 
Livingston 

In U.S., Lover’s Day is Valentine’s Day, 
And millions their love profess 
By buying a few words from a bard 
To say “Be l/ly Valentine," 
Well, Pd say weTre in a helluva mess 
If love's expressed by buying a card. 

♦ 
But it wasn’t always so. 
In less venal times 
You didn't have to cough up dough 
For silly Hallmark rhymes 
To say “Be My Valentine/1 
A nice fling in the hay did it better. 
And this made Mr, Hallmark whine 
That you had ever met her. 

♦ 
But there’s big bucks 
In the greeting card Biz, 
And CAPITALISM knows just where it is. 
So* for lovers, they invented 
The Valentine Card 
MomTs got a MomTs Day card—Santa, his: 
All gimmicks to make cash registers ring. 
“I’m Dreaming of a White Christmas1’ 
Was one, crooned to millions by Bing. 

♦ 
And still they search for new cards; 
They have on contract hundreds of hards 
For words to exploit some icon or saint. 
Don’t care if theyrre true or if they ainTt, 
Or good taste says we may or we mayn’t, 
Long as it follows the money trail. 
Cheers rose up when Mother Teresa died; 
We hit the jackpot with this one, they cried. 

♦ 
So, to Valentine Cards I'll say Nay. 
I’d express love with a fling in the hay. 

—Bernard Livingston 

L^ 
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Science Gossip with Marcia 

Sexy code nerds; Decrypted Moby-Oick predicts the death of JFK; 
All the hip kids are into relativistic mechanics. Big Blue hot-shots Miklos Ajtai and Cynthia Dworfc have thrust cryptology into the 

21st century, but the likes of you and me won t see their system 

until "the agencies" investigate, At the end of their tether with RSA, rhedrag- 

gy cryptology your grandfather used, the debonair San Jose duo developed a 

little something called Asymmetrical Binary Lattice Coding. The NSA is simply froth¬ 

ing with i net-rest and won't have to wait long. As my source on the inside said, "Please, 

darling, IBM is so close to the government, they share the same main-frame,1’ Still, the 

new code will have to undergo months of testing, so while Miklos and Cynthia will be 

sipping bubbly and celebrating, we mortals shouldn't expect Binary Lattice Coding un- 

ril early 1999, at least! 

On the right coast, terribly masculine MIT Professor Gilbert Strang has been 

ruffling feathers with his work on the Global Positioning System! Never one to add 

something when he can take k away, Strang has found a way to sidestep U,S, govern¬ 

ment encryption with a technique called correlative; subtraction. Needless to say, there 

are one or tu® foreign chappies who wouldn’t mind taking a gander Haiti Bibi! I see you 

peeking! And our government, I'm cold, couldn’t block him were he ever to think of do¬ 

ing something: Strang’s a private citizen who works at MIT, not IBM. You goT Gill 

Eteryotte wants to be first to discredit Michael Drosnirts The Bible Code. But the 

newest Number Theorist to try is stud muffin Brendan McKay, who applied Drosnins 

adorable character-matrix procedure to Moby-Duk. The results? "Princess Di” next to 

"morra! in these jaws of death”; "Kennedy" near "shot"; and "Lincoln" next 

to “killed/" All you baby Nostradamuses may want to try' it yourself at: 

http'Jics,anu*edit,auf—hdtnUTdtt^hnltwah,himL I'm sure it’s a whale of fun, 

I hear...that feisty physicist Dr. Harald Atmanspacher, of the Max Planck Institute 

in Berlin, caught George Sudarshart a thing or two about Non-Commutative Quantum 

Time Operators the other night at the Center for Statistical Mechanics in Austin, 

Texas. Seems that Sudarshan, handsome inventor of t achy on theory, was none too 

pleased chat he hadn’t thought up the idea himself. This all preceded the arrival of 

Dr. Ilya Prigogirte, the Center s guru and a Nobel laureate in chemistry. Listening in were 

A-list quantum theorists W.C. Schieve, Arno Bohm, and 

Matthew Trump, of pair-annihilat ion-using-CO variant- 

relativistic-mechanics fame, Oob. 

Speaking of relativistic mechanics, my spies 

tell me that the gloves are really off in the debate 

over sterilization of acetabular cups for joint 

bearing surfaces down at Memphis State, And 

remember ethylene oxide (ETO) gas sterilization 

caking on gamma radiation? Which we know 

can inhibit cross-linking? Well, now researcha- 

hol ic Jeff Nyman claims in his new study 

that the process may actually 

result in oxidation! _ ^ 

Oh, I can't give 

you rhe details. I did 

manage to get a sam¬ 

ple, though, and trust 

me, sweetie, this is the 

rocket you want in your 

pocket! Stay tuned! 

Me, captured past my bedtime, 
at last month’s Transplant Expo. 
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Celebrity Clout Test 

He Ml lean, li Fad He Hoesil Exist He's M| iromer 
Fictitious Celebrity Siblings “Michael” Baldwin and “Tito” Wayans Compete for Free Access to 
Exclusive Manhattan Events, Thereby Testing Their Families’ Relative “Hotness” 

Tito Wayans ROUND 1: Private party for Mariah Carey at premier nightspot 

Cheetah Lounge, hosted by Cosmopafttan Magazine 

■ Michael Baldwin 
SPY: Hello, I’m Michael Baldwin s publicist. I'm calling to get 

Michael on the fist for tonight's party. 

COSMO: Um*- -1 don’t recognize the name I’m a pop Culture reject. 

SPY: Yes, His brothers axe more well-known, Alec and Stephen. 

COSMO: He’s the baby Baldwin? 

SPY: Sure. 

COSMO: 1 don't know if the list is closed. Let me check with PR. 

[Pause] It should be no problem A Michael attends. 

SPY: Great. He's going to have a Jew friends, you understand. 

COSMO: J m sorry'. No, We can only accommodate him tonight, 

■ Tito Wayans 
SPY: This is the personal assistant to Tito Wayans. I wanted to 

sneak Tito onto the list for the Mariah party. 

COSMO: The list is closed; the parry lias started. You’re quite late, 

SPY: I am. But Tito's brother is Keenan Ivory Wayans... 

COSMO: I know that, 

SPY; Well then maybe you also know that Mariah and Keenan 

are friends. He would be upset if Ids Eiitle brother couldn't go to 

the party. 

COSMO: F m sorry. I apologize. Tins is on the list, 

SPY: Right. Tito and three friends, 

COSMO: Okay, Tito Wayans plus three. No problem. 
SCORE: BALDWINS 1, WAYANS 1 

ROUND 2: Vogue magazine party at the futuristic A-list eatery 

Le Cirque 2000 

■ Michael Baldwin 
SPY: Could I speak to someone about the Voguepaxty tonight? 

LE CIRQUE: Of course, sin I will locate someone. 

VOGUE: Hi, This is Kate, from VSfjiw. 

SPY: 1 m Dennis James, the personal assistant to Michael Baldwin. 

We wanted ro shoot him over to your purry rhis evening. 

VOGUE: Michael Baldwin? Is that, like, a Baldwin boy? 

SPY: Yes, 

VOGUE: Oh! He's, like, a movie,, like, an actor! 

SPY: Yes, 

VOGUE: Yeah, that's great! just ask him.,.my name’s Kate, I'm 

small and blond. I'll be standing at the door! 

SPY: Fine. 

SPY: I'm calling about the Vogue party tonight, 

LE CIRQUE: One minute, sir. 1 will transfer you upstairs. 

VOGUE: How may I help you? 

SPY: I wrant to slide Tito Wayans onto the list for the party, 

This is his personal assistant, 

VOGUE: Ti to Wayans? To be horn,,Is he on the guest list? 

SPY: No. He heard about the party and wants to drop by. 

VOGUE: Could I take your name and number and have the appro¬ 

priate party' get back to you? Could you spell Wayans for me, also. 

SPY: W-A-Y-A-N-S. As in the Wayans brothers. From television. 

VOGUE; Right. Them. 

VOGUE: [on answering machine]: This is Alexandra from Vogue. I got 

your message about Tjco Wayans. He is welcome to come if he wants, 

but this is a book party'. Sometimes people associate Vogue magazine 

with models and fashion parries, and we do have a lot of those and 

next time one of those happens you are welcome to call us, but this 

is lor our food writer and its very much “foody" people. I wanted him 

to know what kind of event it's going to be. Bye-bye, 

SCORE: BALDWINS 2, WAYANS 2 

ROUND 3: Trendy, clientele-conscious Asian restaurant Nobu 

■ Michael Baldwin 
SPY: 1 m crying to grab Michael Baldwin a reservation for ten 

people tonight. This is his personal assistant, 

NDBU: We are sold out this evening, 

SPY: How about six people. This is for Michael Baldwin, the 

actor, You know, the Baldwin brothers: Alec, Billy, Stephen.,, 

NOBU: That’s too large a party, sir, 

SPY: Maybe lour? 

NOBU: No, 

SPY: He's in Titanic, He’s playing., .James Strathmore. C'mon! 

NOBU: Sir, 1 told you. We are sold out this evening. 

■ Tito Wayans 
SPY: I m the personal assistant to Tito Wayans. I'd like to make 

him a reservation tonight. 

NOBU: Tonight? 

SPY: Yes, For ten people, actually. 

NOBU: T don’t have anything for any party that size this evening. 

SPY: He’s taking some friends, maybe some family, to dinner. 

NOBU: Its a large parry. I have to see if I can work chat in. [Pause] 

We just can't accommodate ten tonight. You realize how late it is? 

J 
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SPY: Yes. Yes, I da Make it six people. 

NOBU: fPause] We can take six. Could be come soon? Say 7;30? 

SPY: No. Lets say 9:30. 

NOBU: That's.. .Yes, sure. Well seat him at 9:30, sir. 111 put 

that down under Way am. 

SPY: Thank you, 

NOBU; No, Thank you, 

SCORE: BAL0WINS 2.5, WAYANS 3 

ROUND 4: Party celebrating the 25th anniversary of the New 

York Knickerbockers 

■ Michael Baldwin 
SPY: I'm calling to get Michael Baldwin into the party tonight. 

KNICKERBOCKERS; I'm going to check if chat will be alright, 

SPY: Sure, 

KNICKERBOCKERS; Here’s the deal: if Michael wants to attend 

the event tonight, have him head down later this evening. The 

VIP party goes until 7:00 and then it opens up a bit after that for, 

like, a champagne. So Ill send down a message that he should be 

arriving for, like, just the beer reception. 

■ Tito Wayans 
SPY: About the Knicks party tonight: I'm Tito Wayans' person¬ 

al assistant. I'm hoping Tito could go to the VIP party tonight. 

KNICKERBOCKERS: Sure, that's absolutely no problem. 

SPY: Well, you understand he will have to bring a few guests. 

KNICKERBOCKERS: That will be fine. III fax you over an 

invitation right away. Thanks, 

SPY: You're welcome. 
SCORE: BALDWINS 2.5, WAYANS 4 

ROUND 5: Jackie Martling's launch parly for Jackie Martfing's 
Disgustingly Dirty Joke Book at Caroline's Comedy Club 

■ Michael Baldwin 
SPY: Hi. This is Dennis James, Michael Baldwin s personal 

assistant. I'm hoping to squeeze Michael onto the list tonight, 

CAROLINE'S: As in Baldwin brothers Baldwin? I need to get Jackie. 

JACKIE MARTUNG; Hello? Who's this? 

SPY: Dennis James. 

JM: Dennis James the talk show host? 

SPY: No, Michael Baldwins personal assistant, 

JM: I don't know Michael Baldwin, {To party] Is there a Baldwin 

brother named Michael? [To SPY] If you find Stephen, he can come. 

I feel bad, but I got; a line of people waiting to get into this parry, 

■ Tito Wayans 
SPY : I want to put Tito Wayans on your guest list tonight. 

CAROLINE'S: It’s kind of a private party. Um,. ,is been televi¬ 

sion?-—that's a horrible thing to ask. 

SPY: He s in the business. He's a Wayans brother. 

CAROLINE'S: I'm going to put von on hold, 

ROY: Th is is Roy. Is this regarding the Wayans boy? 

SPY: Yes. I just want Tito to drop by. 

ROY: Why is he in town? 

SPY: Publicity 

ROY: Look, 1 would love to have him come dowot but security isn't 

going to let anyone in who isn’t who he says he is. 

SPY: That's fine* fine. I don’t know if you know what Tiro— 

ROY; Qf course l know who he is. We'd love him to come, but 

we'll know if it's Tito Wayans or not. 

SCORE: BALDWINS 2.5, WAYANS 5 

•WHAT THE "WORLD MEEDS NOW... 
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Contexi Pcitrol 

What the Jacket Blurbs Say, and What the 
Reviewers Actually Said I he soul of marure writing is generally agreed to be know- 

ing what to leave out. Literature s Ernest Hemingway had a 

impressive grip on rhis concept, as any English major will 

testily, in between having a grip on a cuba lif?rey a loaded firearm, 

a disappointed woman, or himself. Knowing what to leave out 

is also the first principle of telling writing, In the increasingly 

complicated an of quoting reviewers from fancy newspapers on 

the jacket of a book;, for example, a 

few ellipses go a long way 

Particularly egregious acts of creative 

omission have been italicized to 

convey our sense of indignation. 

BOOK; Dog Dm by Marjorie Garber 

COVER BLURB: a full,. .captivat¬ 

ing read. '—Austin AmmcathStatesman 

IN CONTEXT; Her book is a fbll, 

sometimes captivating read." 

BOOK; The Dog With the Chip hi His 

Neck: Essays from NPR and Elsewhere 

by Andrei Cod rest u 

BLURB: “...brilliant and insightful, tough and seductive about 

American culture,..'1 —New York Times 

IN CONTEXT: “Super-smart, cutely foreign and occasionally 
incomprehensible, Mr. Cbdrescu manages to be brilliant and 

Codrescu 

IfllM IIH 

insightful, tough and se¬ 

ductive about American 

culture without ever being 

recognizably right.'' 

BOOK: The Last of Deeds & 

Low in History, by Eoin 

MeNamee 

BLURB: “Compelling,., 

poignant. Mr. MeNamee 

is a writer of such vision 

and such deft, angry prose 

that anything by him is 

worth a look." —New 

York Times 

IN CONTEXT: “Unfortunately—despite the compelling set¬ 

ting that beautifully captures sounds, smelts, and other senso¬ 

ry data—The Last of Deeds never 

lives up to our expectations..,mis¬ 

deeds past and present find 

punishment, but the plot mean¬ 

ders, relying on some false 

suspense. ..this 75-page work 

seems like a younger writer's 

sketch.,.the characters are a bit 

too shallow to command strong 

interest...Mr. MeNamee is a 

writer of such vision and such 

deft, angry prose that anything 

by him is worth a look. Perhaps 

the next book will pack the 

same knockout power as 
Resurrection Man." 

Bluff Oil I 

Safe as Hit 
Er, why on earth did you send 
SPY a press release for your 
high-security safes? 

MEGASAFE: Quite frankly, you're a very 

"in" publication, 

SPY: Really? 

MEGASAFE: 1 deal with 

lifestyles of the rich and fa¬ 

mous and I deal with your 

next-door neighbor, a mid¬ 

dle-class individual SPY is 

generally a very what s- 

happening, up-to-ihe-lat- 

est-minute-in-the-enter 

tainment-club-mghtlife- 

gossip-whatever-way-you- 

want-co-state-it publication. 

SPY: Yeah. Thar's very kind 

of you to say, 

MEGASAFE: And we're a safe and 

security business. 

SPY: Ah. 

MEGASAFE: F ire-proofing, burglar- 

proofing... Basically, I generally will be 

reading something in the paper, I may see 

one of your executives, the publisher, the 

editor, who knows.,, 

SPY: Neil Wolfe? 

MEGASAFE: ...and decide to do what 1 

call a “cold-canvas mailing," or a "cold- 

canvas call." Hoping 

that, obviously, afflu¬ 

ent individuals, the 

people with connec¬ 

tions, will say, “Hey, 

safe, good ideaf“ 

SPY: Hey, a safe! What 

a good idea, 

MEGASAFE; ILs com¬ 

pletely irrational, yet I 

have to cater and play 

with this irrationality. 

SPY: Oh, okay, 

Counting the Cost of Top-Drawer 
Magazine Writing 

FROM ICON THOUGHTSTYLE: 

“The turtleneck's 19th Century ori¬ 

gins are veiled in obscurity/1 

—Paid to Thomas Vindgiterra, $10 

FROM VANITYFAffit 

“He [Truman Capote] was both the 

snake charmer and the snake, toying with 

toxic insinuation until the spell snapped 

and he was bitten by his own sound bites." 

—Paid to James Walcott, $130 

FROM ESQUIRE: 

“I guess what Fm trying to say is that 

in the end, we are all just people— 

—Paid to Mike Sager, $17 

Totals based on informed speculation. 

Submissions welcome. 
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Bailii-ooins ol’Discii'etion 

Fashionable Goings-On In and Around Lockable Upscale NYC 
Water Closets Stumbling down Balthazar, narrow, hard-to-negotiate stairwell under the 

ernetically cute "Toilettes’" sign—past a couple of parvenus blowing stogies in 

leather club chairs—pasr the coat-check girl who became a model after college 

and somehow ended up fingering Chesterfields underneath the counter of the bistro da 

moment, one pushes open the door to the l«x> only to encounter—-an attendant. Christ. 

Is there no such thing as privacy anymore? Just how dmi a monkey in a white jacket, 

dispensing liquid soaps, hair-oil, and urine-ringed sweets facilitate one's use of the 

facilities? Answer; he does not. No matter; deposit a five in the little wicker grafr 

basket and the lord of the powder room simulates discretion. 

There's a single measly stall chough, with barely room enough for one occupant. 

Written on the wail in ball-point; "Darts, Keirb." This in simultaneous tribute to 

literature's Martin Amis—who neatly 

divides his time between precision sports 

and thinking up new ways to ridicule the 

speech patterns of the English working 

classes—and Balthazar’s shiky-looking, 

pasty-faced} triumphant owner, Keith 

McNally, 

The pos[tinning of the stall itself is nor 

exactly ideal; it's in direct line of sight of 

mutants in the pay phone queue,, should 

the door be suddenly flung open. One 

COtild be ivmpmwmd, 

And promiscuous door-flinging is not 

an uncommon occurrence, considering 

the crowds at the place, even if nowadays 

the paying customers consist of demists 

from Delaware and animal-rightists 

tossing a dead raccoon on baggy-eyed 

and unsurprisable Anna WintOUf s plat du 

jour. The question is scarcely worth ask¬ 

ing. Who goes ro Balthazar? Who among 

A bathroom with a door that locks. Just 
like the one at Balthazar. 

us knows the idiosyncrasies of its bathroom tiling like the back of their own hand? 

Who's whizzed here, and done God knows what else? 

The other night at Vogt's Christmas party, rhe hot topic of conversation, both in the 

bathroom and out, was the contretemps between two oi modeldom's biggest players, the 

formerly inseparable Shalom Harlow and Amber Valetta. The source of the tension? 

Harlow appears on \%tffs December cover with hard-parrying Georgina Grenville. 

Amber had been fond of telling people how she had leveraged her less-famous pal, 

Shalom, to appear on a previous cover with jfer and the gal pals had been through a lot 

together since then: boyfriends, betrayals, apartments, contracts. They came and went 

as co-hosts of MTV s House of Style. But all that water under the bridge wasn't enough 

to wash away the ill-feeling, the damaged mascara, when Amber got wind of the fact 

that she had been supplanted by Georgina... 

But so much for Balthazar* The grandees and glitterati are fickle beasts at best. 

They'll come to the place as long as its a safe bet that the people they admire aren't 

across town at some cooler spot laughing at them. They don't eat, anyway: the bill for 

the Stephanie Seymours and Uma Thurmans, picking inconsequentially at lettuce, is 

footed by doctors with ambitious wives, who wait for months at a bad table at which 

to consume large and costly stacked buckets of razor clams and barnacles while wait¬ 

ing to set just who that is coming back from the bathroom, of discretion in an $8000 

crotch less body stocking.—-Jared Paid Stmt 

Whores tTOouvres 

live vii sm 
is mi? 
Who is Neil Wolfe? 
Is he really that 
desperate for finger 
food and supe models? 

Incident One: 
A woman named Donna Wilson calls 

SPY to inform reporter "Neil Wolfe'’ that 

The March of Dimes Art Auction* 

featuring supermodel Imam, has been 

rescheduled, Upon learning that nobody 

named "Neil Wolfe" works for SPY, Ms, 

Wilson explains to us rhat "Dan Rova" 

(the name of an actual SPY staffer) had 

called her ro arrange press access for SPY 

Magazine's "Neil Wolfe. 

Incident Two; 
A woman from the Ford Modeling 

Agency calls to complain chat a SPY 

staffer named Neil Wolfe was rude and 

hostile with her when he called to unsuc¬ 

cessfully demand access to the Ford 

Models 50th Anniversary parry. We 

inform rhe woman that no one named 

Neil Wolfe works at SPY, 

Incident Three: 
In line to enter a party for Bulgari, a 

ritzy Manhattan jeweler, a SPY editor 

hears the man in front of him loudly 

give his name to the publicity person as 

"Neil Wolfe, From SPY," The editor 

taps him on the shoulder, and asks: 

"Neil Wolfe from SPY?" The man turns 

round. He is quite tall, with curly hair, 

glasses, and what appears to be some 

sort of sinister birthmark on his neck. 

“Yes, Neil Wolfe from SPY. Who are 

you?" The editor explains who he is fa 

genuine editor at SPY), and suggests 

that, once inside, he and Mr. Wolfe 

should have a "conversation" to sort out 

all the confusion. Inside* however, the 

man vanishes among the trays of hors 

d’oeuvres, and large racks of supermod- 

els including Claudia Schiffer.The 

sketch above is based on. that editors 

fleeting observations. Do you know this 

man? Are you him? What are you 

doing? Jf you want to go tu parties, we’ll 

bring you, We bring everyone else. 
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Jonas Salk's Plan for 
Global Drug Security MHe'd Give Us All Implamts. by will self 

illions of people around the world probably best 

recognize the name of Dr Jonas Salk—who died at 

age eighty of congestive heart failure on June 23rd, 

1995, in La Jolla* Cali form a~as that of the discoverer 

of the first successful polio vaccine. But 1 don't, 1 

recognize the name as that of an eighty year old man who died of 

congestive heart failure on June 23rd, 1995, in La Jolla, California. 

f suppose some people might consider me 

odd—but being literal-minded does have its 

virtues. Salk’s death was a tragedy. Here was 

this superb man: a physician nf brilliance; an 

inspirational research scientist; the founder of 

one of the foremost biological research centers 

in the world; and more than that, a 

dogged advocate for world peace. Yet he 

allowed himself to be brought low by a 

taste for fried food. ’ime and again I 

would say to him, as we sat lunching at 

the Big Boy diner in La Jolla: "Fer- 

chrissakes Janas, lay offa that muck, 

wiU'ya?" But he wouldn’t listen and mere¬ 

ly signalled to the waitress to bring him 

another order of burger and onion, cooked 

in an industrial lubrication oil specially 

formulated by the great man himself, 

“What's life,13 he would exclaim later, 

lighting a postprandial cigar the size 

of a zebra's penis, "if you don't enjoy the 

good things!" 

As well as a bon vivant, Salk was a 

tireless campaigner lor peace—and 

against ward “The two," he would often 

tell me,"ate almost inextricably linked ") 

He called this quest "'finding a cure for 

the cancer of the world." When I put it 

to him, that the cancer of the world was 

cancer, he completely flipped-out and 

began lashing me around the upper body 

with a test-tube rack, screeching "Why must 

you be so bloody literal-minded’11 And this 

only days before his demise. 

In numerous books, with titles such as 

Man Unfolding, The Survival of the Wisest, and 

Green Eggs and Ham, Salk set out his vision of 

a world freed from the chrear of global 

destruction. Mostly, these weighty and well- 

considered comes failed to find the readership 

they deserved, but Green Eggs and Ham is, 1 

believe, still in print, 

Jonas Salk also devoted a portion of his 

boundless energy to traveling to internation¬ 

al conferences and speaking to world leaders 

about the imminence of peace. "Peace is im¬ 

minent!" was his greeting on these occasions, 

the cheerful prognostication often imparted 

with a hefty squeeze of the hand. Usually the 

world leader in question would both wince 

and titter simultaneously. 

Well , old Jonas may be gone, but I wager 

were he here still, he would be finally reap¬ 

ing rich rewards for a lifetime of disinterested 

work and compulsive cholesterol consump¬ 

tion. For I can now reveal that in the last few 

months of his life, Dr, Jonas Salk was working 

on a new kind of vaccine, a vaccine which 

in a bizarre way united his two principal 

concerns: world peace and global pan¬ 

demic. Salk was working on a complete 

cure for drug addiction and a victory in 

■both at the same time! 

Never a man to do things by halves 

in this he re¬ 

ligiously stuck to the halves, claiming 

that that was why "God made seg¬ 

ments'), Salk saw that the problems as¬ 

sociated with pernicious drug use could 

not be eradicated simply by producing a 

vaccine against one or other form of 

chemical addiction. The traffickers would 

simply think up another deadly brand. 

Interdiction, for its part, can never be 

total—and if it's less than total, it’s 

useless. He also understood that as long 

as children spin themselves round and 

round until they grow dizzy and fell over, 

the human animal will have a drive 

towards intoxication. 

The answer—when it came to him— 

was alarmingly simple and it also mir- 
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rored the techniques he had pioneered wich 

the polio vaccine, 

"Implants! That s what we’ll do! We will 

implant the drugs in the body of the drug 

user! That way they won’t be able to get at 

them; that way they will be neutralized—and 

it will effectively prevent the drug user front 

wanting to hang out north of 1 I Oth Street! 

At one fell stroke we’ll do away with the 

criminal element in supply and distribution 

and eliminate the hideous underground drug 

culture. Fantastic! No more crappy head 

shops, no more tedious electro-beat musk!" 

Salk proposed that every single drug user 

be brought into a federal clinic. There, he or 

she would be interviewed as to their "toxic 

port folio" over any given, month, A week or 

so later the individual would return and have 

the implant fitted. This device would nr sim¬ 

ply release a steady stream of narcotics into 

the individual's blood stream„ oh no. It urould 

be subtly calibrated so that it, for example, 

your drug-use pattern was to make do with 

dudes and booze for most of the month and 

rhen let rip with a stonking crack and scag 

binge towards the end, then the implant 

would release its gotxlies accordingly. 

"It will be amazing!" Jonas exulted. "The 

device l have in mind will be capable of such 

subtle modulation that even an individual 

who only gets drunk at office parties and then 

cracks and has a couple of Merit Lights will 

be able to be accommodated/1 What Jonas 

Salk had in mind,, then, was no more or less 

than the eradication of al l uncontrolled drug 

use—legal or illegal, 

"Bars will be able ro serve colored water 

after everyone has my implants!" he trum¬ 

peted. "People worry about passive smok¬ 

ing—hah! We'll be able to give people 

implants of such incredibly precise calibra¬ 

tion that they will be able to experience the 

effects of passive smoking, even when no one 

in the world smokes anymore!"’ 

The last time I traveled to La Jolla, Salk 

was unable to meet me at the Big Boy. “He's 

working flat-out on this new vaccine, his 

secretary told me. "He believes he's even 

found a way of using it to prevent himself 

from eating fried food." The next thing l 

heard, the great man was dead. There was no 

autopsy-—he had a history of heart trouble. 

But I’d wager, were they to have opened the 

great man up, they would have found one of 

the prototype implants lodged in his chest, 

dripping with cooking oil. 

With Dr Jonas Salk dies our hopes for 

counteracting this scourge of mankind—l 

wish he'd listened, about the food. 
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for Poster-Boy Behavior 
Did John F. Kennedy Jr. know all along that his 

magazine about the sexiness of 

Politics could never survive in the nineties? 
If so, then for what thrillingly sinister reasons did the 

World's Sexiest Man try to edit the thing? 

as some historians suggest, Americans renew their passion 

for politics every 30 years,” John Kennedy Jr. began his 

Editor's Letter in the first issue of George two years ago, 

"perhaps this reawakening is due less to changes 

of heart than to changes in how the elected com¬ 

municate to the electorate. If you have no idea what he's talking about, he 

was trying to compare his new, giddy magazine about politics and celebrities 

to the television event that elected his father President over a creepier, sweatier 

candidate thirty years earlier. If you have no idea why anybody would want to 

launch a magazine about politics and glamour in the first place, though, given 

that politics these days is anything but glamorous, then you're not alone. But 

you know what? It's something you might want to start thinking about. 
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Company Called Random Ventures nmss-producing hand-made kayaks. 

It was only after a year of low-energy planning sessions that the 

scheme imploded under the weight of the old proverb, “You can’t 

have your hand-made kayak and mass-produce it, too/’ Having cut 

their teeth on such a timeless piece of wacky entrepreneurship, the 

pair were more than ready to launch a magazine premised on the in¬ 

herent groovy sexiness of American politics. 

It was over dinner, apparently, that Kennedy and Berman first 

came up w ith the idea for the magazine George. According to 

Kennedy s first editorial letter, they “noted that friends who had 

never turned an eye toward things political were suddenly taking 

notice of the new faces coming to power in Washington,” The 

year was 1993. The strains of a televised sax solo by a young pres¬ 

idential candidate with a taste for greasy burgers and trailer park 

sex were still burring round the ears of an enthused electorate. 

No matter that the kayaking 

community wasn’t ready for a 

hand-made kayak that was 

actually made by a machine. 

May Lx? America was ready for 

“a magazine about politics for 

people who think they don’t 

like politics/ 

Kennedy and Berman 

were smitten with their idea, 

and attended a two-day sem¬ 

inar called “Starting Your 

Own Magazine." Though the 

experts told them it wouldn't 

fly, their belief in the project 

wits strong enough for them 

eo spend [wo years shopping 

ir around to various magazine publishing companies. They had 

little success. Despite the Kennedy involvement, the concept of a 

non-boring magazine about politics just didn't seem viable. 

Finally, they received an offer from the French-based compa¬ 

ny Hachette Fillipachi, which is financed by the manufacturer of 

Exocet missiles and publishes such titles as Premiere, Elk, and Road 

& Track, Publicly, John said they had finally found "one compa¬ 

ny chat knows a thing or two about publishing.” Within months, 

however, a staffer at George would overhear him confessing that the 

main reason they had signed with Hachette was that he and 

Berman had skimped on research and had simply, gratefully, signed 

with the first company that came along, not knowing anything 

about Hachette. At the risk of sounding overly dramatic, this 

would be a decision he would come to regret....a lot/ 

Birth of a Bad Idea 
he first and most obvious thing 

everybody said about George mag¬ 

azine was that it was John 

Kennedy’s attempt to make him¬ 

self seem smarter. One can see 

why that would be something he 

would want to do. From the mo¬ 

ment his first-grade teachers tried 

to flunk him, the John-is-stupid 

snowball had too much momen¬ 

tum to ever be stopped by merely 

adequate displays of intelligence. 

It didn't help that his mother had 

sent him to a psychiatrist his first year at 

Andover for earning only average grades. 

Nor did it help that she threatened to dis¬ 

inherit him when he was 25 unless he gave 

up trying to be an actor and packed him- 

self off to law school. By rhe time, in 

1989, that John failed to pass the New 

York bar exam—he would fail again in 

1990—the press had already had plenty of 

time to marinate sufficient wild boar fora 

full-scale medieval moron-lynching, and 

succeeded in enjoying themselves thor¬ 

oughly on both occasions. 

There were also the looks. Voted 

Peoples Sexiest Man Alive in 1988, 

Kennedy's two unignotable talents seemed 

ro be for dating babes—Daryl Hannah, 

Ashley Richardson, the Prince protege 

Appolonia, Cindy Crawford, Molly 

Ringwald, Catherine Oxenberg—and tak¬ 

ing off his clothes. Whether he was flaunt¬ 

ing the destination of his world-famous 

chest-hair treasure trail in HyanniSpOtt— 

or at the $6,000 a year health dub he went 

to in So Ho—or merely shirtless in Central 

Park, ir seemed a safe assumption to an 

ogling media that this was a man for whom the human brain was 

essentially just another ab. Leaving the District Attorney’s office 

in 1993 with the vividly cryptic comment that he didn’t want to 

be "just another passenger on a liner," Kennedy seemed as ready 

as the next man to attempt a high-risk intellectual make-over. 

Hie next man turned out to be his friend Michael Berman, 

Though the son of a New Jersey real-estate developer, and less of an 

oil-painting to look at, Berman had also entered his thirties with¬ 

out an idea of what he wanted to “do." 

Indeed, in trying to explain ro a small child rhe meaning of the 

French-derived word “dilettantism," one could do a lot worse than 

to cite the example of Kennedy and Berman. After mooching 

around since graduation—acting and lawyering on John's part; dab¬ 

bling in PR and theater on Berman’s—the pair decided to start a 
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Things Go Fine Summer, 1995, then, and George was a going 

concern, Kennedy and Berman had 

his'ti'hers offices on the northwest corner of 

the 41st floor of the Hachette building in 

Manhattan and were poised to build an or¬ 

ganization. The first staff member was Eric 

Etheridge, a well-respected former features 

editor at Rolling Sum and executive editor 

at the New York Observer, Smart, methodical, 

yuppyish, and ambitious, Etheridge had enough of a magazine 

reputation to at least preempt the best-case scenario of the project’s 

critics; chat John Kennedy would try and edit a magazine for the 

first time ever and instantly mess the whole thing up. For at least 

the time being, it seemed, this was to be a proper magazine. 

Finding junior staff was never a problem. According to one 

founding staffer, the buzz around George that summer was so in¬ 

tense, bordering on hysterical, that the long-term viability of 

the project was a moot point; f'i didn't care, to tell you the truth. 

At the very least, if it died in a year it wrould be a glorious fail¬ 

ure, which was fine for my career.” Another staffer pointed to 

"the glitz, all this money, and the chance to do some serious 

editing'1 as his principal motivations for joining the staff. For 

many, if not most, however, it was all about John Kennedy. "You 

at least wantfedj to make it to the third interview, when you 

[got] to meet John," said one editor wrho went through the 

process. One freelance reporter demoted himself to an intern, 

just to be involved. 

Kennedy the man, as opposed to the icon, was also getting 

good reviews. "He was much smarter in person, and much better 

looking, than 1 had imagined 

he'd be," commented one ear¬ 

ly staff-member. The other 

pleasant surprise was 

Kennedy's attitude to the 

whole venture: managing to 

exert his good-natured au¬ 

thority without ever rrying to 

hide the fact chat he knew 

nothing about the business. 

"He often in the early days 

had the look of someone who 

was in charge," fawned one 

employee who left George rel¬ 

atively early, "but aware of the 

fact that the people under 

An Active 
Youth 

Kennedy threw himself into 
outdoor pursuits with the verve 
of a young Christopher Reeve. 
That helmet** not coming off 

in a hurry, is it? 

him knew more, . .He often looked like he was trying to assimi¬ 

late a lot of information at once." Every staff member, down to the 

copy editors, fact-checkers, and interns, was encouraged to attend 

story meetings with Kennedy and to pitch stories. The result, re¬ 

freshingly, was a relative absence of the competitive skullduggery 

that exists at most magazines, "There’s a good, sort of democrat¬ 

ic sense in the office," ventured one staffer, "Which might be pan 

of the problem," 

Morale, in fact, was SO high in that sweltering summer of \ 995 

that nobody saw anything unusual all those nights when, as the en¬ 

ergetic young staff of the nation's most celebrated startup settled 

in for the late shift, sleeping in their cubicles—when they had 

to—alongside their hunky leader, Hachette cheerfully turned off 

the air conditioners. 

In August, after months of development, George rented out 

Federal Hall in downtown Manhattan, where George Washington 

was sworn in, for the launch announcement. While the hacks, as 

they always had, reached immediately for their thesauri and vol¬ 

umes of Roman mythology to celebrate Kennedy's physical ap¬ 

pearance, there was for the first time a unanimous sense that this 

might be a man worth actually interviewing. A smitten writer for 

the Washington Par/ described Kennedy as looking like a butch 

Venus from the sea" anil a male reporter stood up at the press con¬ 

ference and asked for his home phone number, but for the first 

time John Kennedy was actually being listened to. As if he had 

Spent the first thirty-odd years of his life in some religiously pro¬ 

scribed purdah, he finally had a voice to tell his side of his own life 

Story. A dim-witted fly-by-night? Not so. As he told the 

Washington Post: "Sometimes the weight of expectations, of doing 

anything, can be a little bit heavy. For me, it's always sort of foil 

to cry to play with the blocks and see what you can come up with 

that's a little different." 

Tilings were going very well in¬ 

deed, If, in fact, you had put a gun 

to the head of a George staffer and 

asked him or her to make a com¬ 

plaint, all they could have pointed 

to was a vague confusion among the 

staff, readers, and country in gener¬ 

al as to what exactly the magazine 

was supposed to be. One staffer 

claims to have been told she was 

working on "the Roiling Stone oi pol¬ 

itics"; Hachetce’s advertising direc¬ 

tor walked into a meeting to 

proclaim the magazine a political 

version of Vanity Fair, and Kennedy 

himself went on record with the 

bizarre opinion that "political mag¬ 

azines should look like MirabellaF 

Presumably, though, this was just 

the healthy megalomania of any 

startup, and George would work out 

what it wanted to be as it got older. 

Right? Right? 
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When the champagne remnants finally flattened, however, it 

was time lor the bright young staff of George to take stock of their 

Surroundings. Certainly, it John Kennedy had been expecting a 

chic, panelled publishing environment like the one his mother 

had enjoyed as an editor at Doubleday, he had la lien in with the 

wrong crowd. Described variously as looking like "a telemarket¬ 

ing firm," an "unemployment office/' and "just plain depress¬ 

ing," the New York offices of H ache ere Fillipachi are famed 

throughout the city for their industrial carpeting, dirty white¬ 

washed walls, and endless Kafkaesque cubicles. Worse, George was 

forced to share a floor with the airheads at Premiere and the 

mud spattered vagabonds o $ Road and Track. A steady stream of 

alien temps would saunter into George on cock-and-bull assign¬ 

ments to take a slack-jawed gawp at its 

celebrity founder. Even Kennedy's own of¬ 

fice, with its view of the Hudson river, 

boasted little of the shelving, furniture, 

and mood lighting for which New York 

editors' offices are world famous. Requests 

for luxuries like research libraries, inter¬ 

office e-mail, or kitchen supplies were 

prone to be shot down by the administra¬ 

tive equivalent of one of Hachettes 

patented missiles. 

George staffers also began to notice a 

certain scruffy amateurism within the up¬ 

per ranks of their own organization. "It 

was very much like a junior high school 

yearbook/' said one who was there from 

rhe beginning. Everything there was 

Junior High. I m miking behavioral pat¬ 

terns, too.” 

The main problem seemed to be the 

testosterone-sodden cult of John-Jobn 

himself. There were the little things: 

many young male staffers starred wearing 

r lie i r w a J let s on p i c kpoc ket - proof c ha i ns 

after they noticed Kennedy doing it. And 

there were the bigger rhings, most no¬ 

tably Kennedy's frequent squabbles with Michael Berman over 

the pointless but intractable issue, as one insider put it, of “who 

had the biggest dick in the place." The usually mellow Kennedy 

would yell at his ' co-founder," while the staff cowered at their 

desks. It was like, mommy and daddy are fighting/' said one in¬ 

sider. “We did what children do: we hid. On one occasion, a for¬ 

mer intern remembers, "[ heard what sounded like a cavalry 

galloping down the hallway. When I looked up 1 saw John run¬ 

ning into his office with Michael close behind. John slammed the 

dcx>r and Michael proceeded to bang on it, yelling 'John! John! Let 

me in’ \ know you’re in there!'1' 

Dcn-morhering the whole situation was one Rosemarie 

Terenzio. A high-octane secretarial-college graduate in her early 

thirties, Terenzio was swiftly becoming a legend in the world of 

Assistants to the Powerful, having graduated from her role as 

Berman's girt friday to being liaison to the great John Kennedy 

as well. (To this day, it is Terenzio who answers Kennedy's pri¬ 

vate line, which she does with the words, "Random Ventures.’1) 

The resulting tensions—between Rosemarie and Michael, and 

John and Michael—lent a soap-opera timbre to the entire office. 

"Sort of Central Park West meets Head of the Classf calculated 

one staffer. "Meets Rosea tine " 

"The weirdest thing I witnessed there took place about a 

month before Jackie's auction," recalls one insider. "We’re talking 

about an idea, and John comes in late, a little flustered and dis¬ 

tracted. As we re trying to catch him up on things, the door opens 

and it's Rosie, her eyes all welled up, which was not unusual, ask¬ 

ing for John to step out. We try to keep on with the meeting, but 

John aren't in. If she were anyone else in the world, she would be 

chastised for her behavior, but it's not, it's Rosemarie. She's not 

|usr above the law, she h the law. And all these Upper East Side 

types that made up the staff are sitting there chilled to the bone 

trying to act normal." 

Kennedy’s management style in editorial meetings* which 

had seemed so creatively democratic in the summer before Georges 

launch, appeared to be devolving slightly towards capricious ness, 

"He was so egalitarian," complained one staffer. "At meetings, 

you'd be working your ass off and he'd praise the smallest thing 

that someone else did. Or give a really big project to someone 

who comes in at 2 PM every day." It quickly emerged, moreover, 

that Kennedy had little respect for the ins and outs of product ion 

schedules—even leaving crucial cover decisions to the last minute 

on nearly every issue! 

it's really distracting trying to act normal with Ro$ie and John 

hollering just outside the door. 

Then Rosie steps in, hugging 

Is JFK Jr. 
Really as 
Stupid as 

People Say? 
“Yes he is. People try to tell 

you how that New York Bar 

Exam that he failed all those 

times factually really difficult: 

'Oh, it Easts fifteen hours... 

there’sno multiple choice,..if 

you get up to go to the bathroom 

you automatically fail, blah blah 

blah.1 ItTs ail fucking lies. I per¬ 

sonally am scheduled to take the 

New York bar exam next year 

and my professors tell me that 

with my level of skill I have 

nothing to worry about/" 

— Gordon Frert, student 

herself and t rying, and asks 

everyone to either not answer 

i he ir phones, or if they do, and it’s Michael, to tell him that she and 
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Chaos was spreading, "Take the Fiona Apple If 1 Were 

President' piece/' complains the same staffer. The photo for it 

was the same photo sent out with her album when it was re¬ 

leased a year before, 'I"hey couldn't even set up a photoshoot/’ To 

cry to shore up the magazine s literary reputation, insiders say 

they paid a hefty six-figure sum tor the mumblings of Norman 

Mailer on the conventions. "People from outside the magazine 

would tell him to run a certain writer," added one staffer. "And 

he'd get all passionate about it. And then we’d be left to figure 

it out for him," 

All in all, despite initial omens to the contrary, Kennedy was 

turning our to have far less aptitude tor hands-on editing than 

even his critics had anticipated. ' It looked like he was doing large¬ 

ly what everybody else did—he gets in and returns phone 

calls.,.he organized the football and soccer games. You got to 

credit him for that/’ Bur did John ever actually edit, shepherd a 

piece along that noble and rocky road from conception to appear¬ 

ance on chc page? 1 never saw it/ 

Mad Lieutenants By the time, in other words, that Mr. 

Fillipachi showed up, in his yellow French 

shirt, to inspect rhe first issue, nobody was 

quite sure what rhe magazine was—and 

Eric Etheridge was already on his way our, 

One of those gruff Southerners who al¬ 

ways seems in a bad mood but neverthe¬ 

less insists on addressing one as Sir, 

Etheridge went into George, according to 

one insider, "thinking it was his magazine,.,and ir turned out 

that John wanted to be the boss boss, " "He thought John was go¬ 

ing to open dexirs to get them access, and then get out of the way." 

This misunderstanding was cleared up in the very first issue, 

however, after Etheridge— 

with a "heightened awareness 

of masthead-type shit/' ac¬ 

cording to one staffer—re¬ 

moved Kennedy's “founder" 

label from the inaugural George 

masthead. Kennedy found our, 

had the label restored, and ex¬ 

plained to Etheridge in blunt 

terms how the system would 

be working from that moment 

forth. Even il John wasn't go¬ 

ing to to be actually editing, 

he was srill going to be, you 

know, in charge. 

The relationship was nev¬ 

er likely to succeed, Kennedy's 

interest ran more towards Top 

10 Lists and scarlets on the 

cover than to articles that 

might command the respect of 

either the journalism or pollt- 

JFK Jr. versus Swing 
editor David Lauren 

However unique the set of 

circumstances that ted JFK Jr. 

to launch a vague, high-concept magazine that only survives 

because he has great hair, he is not alone, Mot quite, anyway. 

CATEGORY 
Famous dad: 

Editor and founder 
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High-conccpt 
subject matter 
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Circulation: 

DAVID LAUREN 
Ralph Lauren, 
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clothier^_ 
Yes, Swing* 

Life in your 
twenties, as lived 
by Cameron Diaz 

Famous hair: Yest abundant 
to5sable mane. 

ical community Etheridge preferred the more substantial mater¬ 

ial, like Caleb Carr's essay on "politics as the national pastime/ 

and novelist Mark Leyner's dispatches from the campaign trail. 

“Eric wanted George smarter, he was very highbrow," remembers 

one staffer. "But John wanted more pop culture. He listened to 

the focus groups, who said they wanted celebrities/ 

Eventually, Etheridge was bumped, and Kennedy replaced 

him with then Senior Editor Elizabeth ''Biz'' Mitchell. At only 28 

years old. Mire hell seemed ro appreciate her boss's desire to be 

seen as something more than a figurehead and had a feel for how 

to handle him. Agreed one editor: “Eric didn't expect to have to 

pass story ideas by John. And 1 think Biz knew she was going to 

have to. She operated with very different preconceptions. Biz is 

very capable, but she knows how far she can go/ added another. 

Kennedy promoted her, adding the diminutive prefix "executive 

to rhe title “editor" before entrusting her with all the difficult, 

complicated tasks involved with running a magazine. 

Whatever his replaceable virtues, Etheridge had at least rec¬ 

ognized the true nature of the battle George had on its hands: try¬ 

ing to be about something, “Eric would always talk about what a 

George story' was," remembers one staffer, “And George people. " 

In his absence, under Kennedy's largely reactive editing style, that 

quest was abandoned in favor of increasingly desperate atrempts 

to draw a link between politics on the one hand and something, 

anything, that people might conceivably care about on the other. 

To coincide, for instance, with the launch of the Demi Moore ve¬ 

hicle Striptease—roundly acknowledged as the world $ worst 

mo'vie- Ke n ned y's le ttcr i n rhe j une/J u I y 1996 George start cd otit 

with some random thoughts on children ("as George looked around 

America, we found that in many communities the future looks 

threatening") and concluded with an agonized piece of connec¬ 

tive thinking in which he ingeniously managed to refer to Moores 

character as "a stripper engaged in the world's oldest form of lob¬ 

bying." The magazine hadn’t 

ever been good, but now it was 

getting worse. 

Berman was next to fall 

out of favor. At first, Kennedy's 

associate had seemed content to 

skulk in the shadows at George, 

He had once remarked, with 

good humor, that being in 

partnership with Kennedy was 

like being "Dolly Patton's 

feet," hoping perhaps that such 

conspicuous modesty might 

lead everyone to assume that 

behind closed doors, he was se¬ 

cretly calling the shots. If this 

was his intention, however, 

staffers were having none of it. 

We never talked to Berman 

ever/' said one. "I really have no 

idea what his job was. 

Mysterious’ is giving him too 

JOHN KENNEDY 
John F. Kennedy, mur¬ 
dered President of the 
United States. 
Yes. George, 

Politics for people who 
didn’t know they liked 
politics, Cameron Diaz 
presumably. 

Publisher refuses Publisher refuses 
to r el ease f i g u res Jo re I ease f i gyres. 

Yes, curly explosion, 
trimmed in adult life* 
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much credit.' The only truly mys¬ 

terious thing about Berman, in face* 

seemed to be the question of 

whether or not he wore a wig. 

Several staffers interviewed by SPY 

testified spontaneously to his "full 

head of hair," while another chipped 

in that Berman is "famous lor his 

hairpiece. This much is known: a 

drip of moisture seen inching down 

his face during one of Ins TV ap¬ 

pearances was widely, and perhaps 

wildly, speculated in the George of¬ 

fices to be some sort of melting ad¬ 

hesive making a desperate bid lor 

freedom from the confi nes of an air¬ 

less cap of faux-hair. 

At the same time, it was well 

known chat Berman at lease loved 

the idea of the spotlight. His wife, 

Victoria, is an A-list interior deco¬ 

rator, and according to one staffer, 

Berman was "obsessed by the buzaf 

surrounding George at its launch, 

seeing the magazine as a. chance to 

become a true New York media insider. He "lived for the Neu1 

Ym°k Objenrr,' remembers one employee, and according to an¬ 

other, was "the kind of guy who would see a celebritys name in 

the paper, would know who their publicist was, and would chuck¬ 

le with friends over how it was spun and who leaked it." 

As John Ke finedy s partner, though, Berman was reminded 

on a daily basis that ones personal glamour owes more of a debt 

to nature than to nurture. He and John would go on TV and 

John would be great, added one employee. "Speaking slowly, 

looking down a lot, which you are supposed to do. And Michael 

would look like an idiot. Which is strange because Michael nev¬ 

er looked bad. He always was careful to look good." The staff 

was generally dismayed at Berman's television personae, "He's 

usually pretty slick." 

In order to offset the Kennedy charisma, one either needed 

smarts—-overmatching Kennedy at his weakest point—ora mas¬ 

sive helping of fabulousness all one's own, "[Berman] was no 

march for John" explained one staffer who often found himself a 

bystander at many of Berman's lapses. "In any dispute, every¬ 

one took John's side." Like Etheridge before him, Berman found 

his role "getting smaller and smaller," according to one staffer, as 

Kennedy grew in editorial confidence. 

At the same rime, Kennedy's much scrutinized relationship 

with leggy, unsmiling ice-maiden Carolyn Bessette was gathering 

steam and proving something of a distraction In the offices of 

Georgia The famous Central Park squabble between the love¬ 

birds—chat left Kennedy blubbing alone on the curb—had just 

aired on a rabloid TV show. Tn Berman's annoyance, wbar's more, 

Bessette would sneak her dog, Friday, past the security guards in 

order to drop in on friends in the George art department, provicl- 

Is JFK Jr. 
as Attractive 

as People Say 
He Is? 

“Clearly the legend of 

John John's attractiveness has 

grown literally to comic scale 

over the fast two or three 

years. There was that Seinfeid 

episode, and endless throw¬ 

away beginnings to women's 

magazine articles that play on 

John John’s “hunkmess” much 

the same way that stand-up 

comics fixate on the wabbly 

wheels of supermarket trolleys. 

But there’s no smoke without 

fire. The guy has that rare fem- 

i n i n ity-wi thi n-g e n e ri c-rug g e d- 

ness thing going on. HeTs Like 

the male Deborah NorvilleT 

—Marcella Dixon, feminist 

and icanologist 

mg yet more incentive for the 

staff of Hacliettes other publications to come traipsing wide-eyed 

through George with disposable cameras. 

Fhe oddly public confrontations between Kennedy and 

Berman began to escalate until eventually, in an attempt to keep 

things from getting out of hand, Kennedy relocated the Gmrge of¬ 

fice, moving most of the editorial staff into Premiere's area near 

Road and Track, but leaving Berman and the rest of the publish¬ 

er's staff where they were, But it didn’t help. After one incident 

in which Berman tried m force his way info Kennedy's office, 

sparking a scuffle in which Kennedy's custom-made dress shirt 

was ripped, he was given new, duties at the parent company and 

was shipped our of the building. 

Berman's name was dropped to the bottom of the masthead 

as “co-founder" and the staff members were warned to not talk to 

him if they saw him in the halls. They said it was 'not just pol¬ 

itics as usual,"' commented one employee, referring to one of the 

magazine's myriad mission statements. But behind dosed doors, 

or even open ones, "it was ail politics/' 

^ on Something would go right occasionally. 

George's most successful article by far, for ex¬ 

ample, in the unanimous opinion of the 

staff, was September 9b"s photo-driven 

spread on "Women of the GOP One editor 

described it to SPY as "the perfect story. 

[The women} were psyched to dress up in 

Prada shoes. You can t do that with democ¬ 

ratic consultants. You certainly can't do it 

with Earth First! activists, That was a great George story," The 
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creative success of the article, however, only drew attention to a 

massive, steaming problem. In the words of the same editor, "once 

you've done tlm, whar can you do'" 

Before long, the editorial offices of George became entirely suf¬ 

fused by this sensation: the slightly surreal feeling, anathema to 

just about any form of creativity, that every7 time one has a good 

idea, one can newer haw it again, that one is running out. Politics 

overlapped with Pop Culture in such a limited number of ways 

that rhe more successful and "Georgeish' an article, the more ir 

hammered home to the staff that thinking of an equally gtxxl sto¬ 

ry for the next issue was going to be that much harder. 

Georges covers were a perfect example. The first issue fa¬ 

mously featured Cindy Crawford as George Washington; on the 

second cover it was Charier Barkley as George Washington, And 

then... who? To keep some semblance of rhe tradition alive, 

George was forced to go snuffling in the tiny inflatable backyard 

pool of American political history: Julia Roberts as Susan IJ. 

Anthony, Barbara Streisand as chat bon net-wearing woman who 

sewed the first flag. Eventually, in a move that a precocious child 

could have predicted from the very first issue, Kennedy was 

forced to drop his brainchild of a cover concept and resort to an¬ 

other, slightly more familiar tactic: having attractive I lolly wood 

celebrities pose as attractive Hollywood celebrities, with a splash 

of spangled red, white, and blue lobbed cynically into the picture 

as a "political" tie-in. 

Possibly worse than the covers, in the degree to which they re¬ 

vealed the unworkability of the magazine’s central idea, were its 

departments: the regular sections within each issue of George. 

Rather than introducing new magazine formats inspired by its 

daringly fresh subject matter, George had relied on shoddily exe¬ 

cuted clone-vers ions of the same cheesy sections every other 

celebrity magazine had been using for decades, only this time 

with cure political sounding names. The de rigueur opening round¬ 

up of news snippets, for instance—which tends to be called 

“Upfront" or "Appetizers" in 

genetically bad magazines— 

was in George titled "Pri¬ 

maries.'' Reader mail was to be 

found under "Yeas and Nays," 

and an abysmal jiarty pics sec¬ 

tion bore the effortless, embar¬ 

rassing tag, "We the People." 

“What finally happened," 

according to one staffer, "was 

that they ceased trying to de¬ 

fine what George was and just 

focused on getting the fucking 

The Elder 
Statesman 
Finally a manr Kennedy re¬ 

visits his childhood playground 

a world of secret panels behind 

which a guy can just, you 

know, pee. 

magazine out," scrambling for celebrities "with tics” as often as 

possible to pur on the cover and then trying to figure out whar 

that person had to do with politics. After a while, the truth be¬ 

came inescapable: George was running out ol subject matter. 

So after a year of magazine editing, where exactly was John 

F. Kennedy Jr.? At the end of yet another youthful entrepre¬ 

neurial folly that was flawed at its very core? Or a tough-mind¬ 

ed visionary, in the midst of the sort of adversarial period that 

would sound great in the telling ten years hence once George was 

a storming success? 

By all accounts, he had no due. Or, to be more exact, he 

had one clue. 

Chesthair Prostitute Just as rhe unmanned conceptual underpinnings of 

his magazine were beginning to rattle loose and his 

staff was starring to really notice the griminess of 

their cubicles, the first batch of subscriber sur¬ 

veys—questionnaires sent out to readers to garner 

feedback—started arriving back at the offices of 

H achette. One staffer remembers the moment: 'it 

turned out that nobody consistently read anything 

in the magazine except the editor’s letter and John's 

monthly interview, each of which were read by percent ol 

the readers." These were "unheard of numbers," as one editor 

put it, "He could interview his mailman and people would read 

it," marveled another. 

Hachcrte could hardly have been surprised. They had, after all, 

been marketing the magazine as if it were John Kennedy’s per¬ 

sonality-driven zinc from the very start, using Kennedy himself, 

tor instance, as a globetrotting ad salesman from rhe very begin¬ 

ning. “lie would go to Detroit to sell ads and give speeches, and 

fly all civet to promote to people who would buy ads...I don't 

think that eelitors generally spend a lot of time selling ads, but I 

chink [Kennedy] does," confirmed 

one former insider. 

The company also had few 

qualms about trampling on rhe 

magazine's editorial content, as one 

former intern remembers. "We’re 

having a staff meeting, which is 

supposed to be about editorial, and 

Eleanor Carmody-Gibbons [Ha- 

chettes advertising director] 

comes in and says* Okay guys, 

now we’re going to be Vanity l'air, 

because that's what the advertisers 

want.’ She then proceeds to offer 

up specific story ideas we are go¬ 

ing to have to do, and I’m think¬ 

ing, is this normal?”' For 

Hacbette, it seemed, Georges edi¬ 

torial content was litrle more than 

protective padding in which the 

real money-spinner—the high- 
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end Ken doll whose dud had been president—could nestle and 

look well-rounded. But it wasn’t working. Readership was dwin¬ 

dling—even to this day Georges circulation figures aren't audited 

(a standard accounting practice in the publishing industry de¬ 

signed to help advertisers get value lor money)—as was the num¬ 

ber of ads in every issue. 

Summer 199"?, three years after he and a friend had come up 

with one of the nuttier ideas in the history of entrepreneurship, 

John F. Kennedy Jr. was faced with a difficult choice: give up or sell 

out. "All you have to do is point to fbar letter from the editor where 

he’s naked." opined one editor. “There's your answer." September 199? and John is posing cloche¬ 

less in the pages of Gmrge, staring up at an 

apple for some reason, and referencing yet 

more of the Kennedy mystique—the inter¬ 

esting part, some might say—as he lambasts 

his cousins as "poster boys for had behavior." 

Cartilaginous supermodel Kate Moss is on 

the front cover, also nude, creeping through 

a murky mock-up of the Garden of Eden. 

Somewhere on the cover, according to a 

note inside, you can make out the face of 

George Washington if you look hard 

enough. He is veiled in shadow, like a 

jilted ex-girlfriend staring unhinged 

through one’s kitchen window at night. 

The media make hay with the "poster 

boy" quote for a while, and then they 

move on. Perhaps, in idle moments, some 

of them start preparing obituaries for the 

formerly si ight I y- further-from - i ts-nat or¬ 

al-extinction magazine, as stories circu¬ 

late among New York media types that 

Harhette is planning to pull the plug. 

From a publishing point of view, 

Gwtge magazine has one cliance ol survival: 

become a magazine about John Kennedy. It 

George survives, it will be because Kennedy 

Scoured his conscience and determined he 

is ready to take his place on rhe newssrand 

next to Body by Jake, Jam, Martha St marl 

Living and any other magazine that mar¬ 

kers itself as a direct line into someone's 

personality. The enormity of the shift 

should not lx: underest limited- For some¬ 

one whose status as a personality has always been noble and passive, 

lived through telephoto lenses rather titan behind podia, the chal¬ 

lenge of flogging himself sufficiently chat George doesn't go under is 

roughly equivalent to that the late Princess Diana would have faced 

should she have chosen to start her own cable-access pom show. 

Politics just isn’t sexy enough. As one staffer summed it up, 

"Look, when you really actually cry to write stories about con¬ 

nections between Hollywood and Washington, it gets pretty pa¬ 

thetic and chin,..You get Jenny McCarthy on the cover with her 

tongue painted red white and blue and nothing more to say po¬ 

litically than she'd model herself as presidenr on the Dalai Lama 

and invite Pink Floyd to sleep in the Lincoln Bedroom." 

If the George project from the beginning, then, was an attempt 

by John F. Kennedy Jr. to prove Elis intelligence to the world, it was 

surely a failure. At the party to celebrate the second anniversary of 

George, held at Cuba de Asia, Keith McNally’s new Manhattan 

restaurant, lor example, the media had a rare chance to descend on 

the editor of George and pick bis brains on world issues and the fu¬ 

ture of his publication. But all they wanted to know was if his new 

wife Carolyn was pregnant. And she wasn’t. 

The question is whether seeming smart was really what George 

was about for Kennedy. Why would anyone go to so much trou¬ 

ble—years of work, millions of dollars (admittedly, somebody 

else’s)—to try and prove a relationship between politics and sex¬ 

iness that patently does not exist? There could hardly be any¬ 

thing less sexy than politics in the 1990s, The speeches are empty 

and largely for show, The battle!ines between left and right have 

all but vanished. The real power these days belongs to the com¬ 

promisers and the clause-inserters. Only the psychos are whiling 

to lose their cool over anything. 

Why, against this back- 

drop of bland apparatchik 

Doodling, would Kennedy 

make a tool of himself stick¬ 

ing up tor rhe blarantly out- 

of-dace idea char people think 

politics is sexy? Why? Because 

the more disastrously it fails, 

Strange 
Fruit 

Kennedy reliving Adam’s 

dilemma: wait for the applet or 
stand up and get it and risk 
Eve, you know, seeing my 

“area"? 

the better. Because in four 

year's time when he runs lor 

president he will no longer 

have to answer the question 

What does this man know 

about politics apart from that 

ir killed his dad?" He will be 

the man that used to edit 

George, the man who heroically put his pride on die line to make 

politics matter again. The public will blame itself for George's fail¬ 

ure, for having voted in a crop of bland politicians, and they will 

be ready to make amends. In rhe year 2000, the only aspect of "pol¬ 

itics” chat "people who don't like politics" will have any knowledge 

of will be the phrase "John F. Kennedy"—-just like thirty years 

ago—and they're going to yank on chat lever like it was the pad¬ 

dle of a hand-made, yet mass-produced, kayak. 
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Not Just 
Classy Femininity 

as Usual 

The Inner 
Radiance and 
Outer Dignity 
of an NBA 
Superstar 

Exclusive: 

Plus Twenty Top Decorators of the Modern Age 



SCENT 
OF A 

WOMAN 

When we hear the phrase 'lavender water1', of what do we think? A 

generation ago, my mother and her friends would have tittered at 

its mention. The colorless fluid {with an odor straight from the 

days of the arcien regime) was a non-specific deodorant, of the 

sort a lady might carry in her purse and pray to God she'd never have to use. 

Today, however, thanks to master chefs like Jean-Georges Vongerichten, 

the delicate, vaguely purple essence is making a comeback as an ingredient in 

some of the most perfect of modern hors d'oeuvres, 

Which is why I started Coco in the first place. Because changes like this are 

happening every day. As I look around me, thousands of young Americans, of 

every gender and body type, are becoming aware that who they are deep 

down is a dignified, still-beautiful older woman, whose idea of a perfect 

evening Is to entertain a select group of friends with memorable nibbles. Or 

perhaps to find a lovely piece of decrepit old furniture in a charming antique 

store and make it wonderful again, Or perhaps be passively wooed by a num¬ 

ber of billionaire Greek shipping magnates. 

Why Coco? Because nobody except my mother embodied feminine dignity 

like Coco Chanel and one should always be on first name terms with one's 

radiant dowagers. Don't you think? 

John Kennedy 

FEATURES 
FEBRUARY 1998 

80 WINDOW ON THE SOUL 
By Norman Mailer 
A history of that quiet, 
beatific little smile we 
all strive for. The one 
that bespeaks perfect 
inner serenity. 

50 THE PERPLEXING MR* 
QUENTIN TARANTINO 
By Salman Rushdie 
The well-spoken film 
director explains why his 
characters often seem to 
deliberately not radiate a 
quiet dignity, 

51 TROUBLE IN A 
CHINA SHOP? 
By Jay Mcfnerney 
What effect will the re¬ 
cent frenzy over antique 
Wedqewood cups and 

bowls have on the 
expensive flatware 
industry as a whole? 

DEPARTMENTS 
Z PRENUPS 

Photographs by Various 
A serious-minded but 
ladylike look at some of 
the world events that 
the men have been 
reading about in the 
newspaper recently, 

6 ACCESSORIES 
By ffcrtJt Sham 
Elegant gadgets you 
may want to adorably 
wrinkle your nose at, 
expressing your affinity 
with the values of an 
older, gentler time 

198 MY FAVORITE NIBBLE 
By Keith Richards 
The elegantly aging gui¬ 
tar player shares details 
of how to make his 
patented beef and scal¬ 
lion roll And its plum- 
based dipping sauce. 

256 LAST WILL & 
TESTAMENT 
By John Wayne Bobbitt 
On this month's back- 
page, the brave cinema 
personality tells the sto¬ 
ry of some charming 
old wallpaper he found 
in a musty house 
tucked deep in the 
Adirondack^, had 
steamed off, and then 
paid a firm to repaste on 
the walls of his office. 

COVER: This month, 

Charles Barkley is wearing 

Chanel's Crystalle behind 

his left ear 
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OBSERVATIONS FROM THE 
FASHION AND PARTY TRENCHES 

BY LARRY INSBERG 

Irrelevant 
distrac¬ 

tions 
abound 

when 
you’re Mr. 

Richard 
Branson! 

The wonderful thing about 

this picture (left) is that the I 

fellow on the right is not in 
fact the character Austin 

Powers from a very well re¬ 

ceived motion picture last 

yean but the financial 

world's highly successful 
MR. RICHARD BRANSON. I 

By all accounts. Mr Bran¬ 
son has worked hard all his 
life and done exceedingly 

well for himself. He is the 

founder and spokesperson of a huge air travel and recorded 

music empire with a name that's far too daring and off-color to 

be repeated here, but nevertheless he is widely reported to be 

a gentleman of extraordinary charm. As for the liveliness and 
fun he can bring to a function, weft we think this picture rather 

speaks for Itself. 
The Coco Department of Marital Status Research has un¬ 

earthed a serious attachment vis-a-vis Mr, Branson's private 
life. But we car imagine that at some point he has been, like 
other desireable men, susceptible to the half-smile, the tucking 
of a strand of hair behind the ear, and the fingering of pearls. 

On a rather sad note, however, it must be noted with great sym¬ 

pathy that Mr. Branson was a friend of the iate and wonderful 
Princess Diana, and was most upset by her demise, 

•Nv -f 

Dpiptte a rather 

‘fearsome exterior; 
Ak Tyson i^a very 
n ice-younq. man 
indeed 

‘ : W 

-■ ■ .*; 
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I DO FEED THE ANI 
Those who would toss a little 

into fe placement should sit d 
have a long hard think about possibly 
sending an Invitation to MR. GEORGE 

PLIMPTON. With a slightly swashbuckling 

reputation that precedes him rather, he is 
an all-around good fellow, blinking at you 

with pale blue, red-veined eyes and an 
open-mouthed expression of 

permanent susceptibility 

to delight. With a well- 
documented prefer¬ 

ence for les aperitifs 
over fes hors d'oeu* 
vres, Mr. Plimpton 
will gladly make 
himself ^ 

every party mere 
is, and is ail too 

delighted to throw 

the rest of them 
himself, often at 

his bright and breezy 
town house on the U] 

East Side of Mar 

Island, With a long life be¬ 
hind him, full to the brim 

with acts of sportsman¬ 
ship and derring-do, Mr. 

Plimpton can talk for 

hours about himself 

while you stand there 

adorably with a lovely lit¬ 

tle smile! 

GUESS WHO’S WELCOME 
TO COME TO DINNER! 
Very occasionally, the most exquisite treasures are to be 

found in unexpected places. A case In point is a young man, 

recently drawn to Coco's attention, by the unusually short 

name of MR. TYSON, Although reports of Mr. Tyson's con¬ 

versational predilections were not forthcoming at the time 

of Coco's going to press, we were given a very nicely bound 

book of photographs in which he appears on almost every 

page. It is not exactly dear what it is Mr. Tyson engages in 

by way of employment but the consensus in the office is 

that It must be some sort of strenuous athletics. 



Charles Barkley of the 1 louston Rockets is 

not the first name that comes to mind when 

one considers the gra.ceh.il arts of entertain¬ 

ing and being feminine. More of a Junker 

than a hostess, more of a rcb bumping 

muthafucka than a wearer of a simple strand 

of pearls, Charles has made a career out of 

appearing to be on the verge of a psycho¬ 

pathic breakdown. To sit down with him 

and discover his inner powder puff was a 

lifelong dream come true. 

John Kennedy: What 's it tike being a 

Mack man in America? 

Charles Barkley: I can't answer that question. 

JFK: Wiry not? 

CB: That's like asking a woman plagued 

by impetigo or one of the other facial skin 

diseases what it's like being her. I'm black 

ever}' day, 1 wake up black, 1 go to sleep 

black. And every moment in between is a 

crazy juggling act of pancake and blush, 

constantly adjusting the makeup advice 1 

get in magazines, like this one, to allow lor 

my race, Fm not just a minority, like an 

Italian or a Serb, I’m a minority with a dif¬ 

ferent skin cone than white people. You get 

used to it. And at the same time you don’t 

get used to it, 

JFK: it’& a frustration for you. 

CB: Yeah, 

JFK: Do you ever come close to losing 

your aura of classy tranquility? 

CB: No. You can t do that. You can t let 

that happen, Fm sure you know what Fm 

talking about. If you look back at the ones 

who have been truly great in this busi¬ 

ness—Gloria Vanderbilt, [Martha] Stewart, 

Eleanor Roosevelt, your mother of course, 

Hill Pitman—what you see are women 

whose' serenity and personal style we only 

A tali with 
Charles Barkley about 

the pressures of basketball and 
of being the perfect hostess. 

An interview 
hy John Kennedy 

remember because there was so much adver¬ 

sity in their lives. 
JFK: Absolutely, 

CB: Say if I'm hosting an affair, and some¬ 

body says something like "Charles, what 

awesome mascara!” and in fact I'm not 

wearing mascara, its just my natural eye¬ 

lash texture, the absolutely last thing I’m 

going to do is lose my tiny gentle smile, or 

not offer to take their coat. You just have 

to keep going...to keep pushing through. 

JFK: Why do m not see more costume 

jewelry in the MBA? 

CB: The players will tell you it's a safety 

thing, that the last thing you want around 

your neck when you're trying to throw one 

down over Dikembe Mutombo or Greg 

Qstertag is a string of synthetic, Oscar de 

la Renta pearls, But that’s baloney. The 

truth is that a lot of guys in the NBA feel 

very strongly that their uniforms are al¬ 

ready way too busy and loud. They feel 

they're already accessorized way coo much 

just with the colors and shapes on the uni¬ 

forms, You know what I’m saying? 

JFK: Do you believe the alarmists who 

say that there is an epidemic of young 

people not having sex in the mission¬ 

ary position? 

CB: Fve seen it tor myself. 

JFK: You have? 

CB: In Alabama, where I grew up, just 

about every kid 1 knew would take sex its an 

opportunity to literally go "buck wild" and 

throw their gentleness and quiet radiance 

out the window. It was only myself and a 

tew well-bred friends of mine who really 

believed chat intercourse is an unpleasant 

means of procreation that should be en¬ 

dured with minimum fuss. 

JFK: This is ail something of a revelation, 

To see you on the court, rantingr dunking, 

and being generally wildr no-one would 

think you had an interest In makeup and 

hostessing in being very welt bredr and 

in having a dignified little smile. 

CB: That s very perceptive, John. In fact it s 

true, 1 have no interest whatsoever in any 

of the things I've been talking about. 

JFK: Right 

CB: 1 just wanted to meet you. 

JFK: Oh. 

CB: We don’r have a problem do we?1 

JFK: No. This is how these Interviews 

work, really. 
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MOTION IS WEIRD. 
How do you feel, for instance, when 

Islamic mullahs, especially the insulting 

Iranian ones with diabolical beards and 

tube hats, call America "the Great 

Satan” and refer to our women as Msex 

slaves?" Probably not very nice. It wouldn't make anybody feel very 

nice, At whom in the West does a Muslim fundamentalist, so suffused 

by fear of women that he rides around with a Kalashnikov, looking to 

empty a banana clip at fans of bare-ankled Indian musicals, think he is 

hurling insults? What does he mean, anyway? What does he see when 

he looks at us? He sees our compromised sexual power structures, our 

"entertainment” industry' staffed by millions of: bikini-dwelling babes. 

But—and here s what he wont tell you—it isn’t the women he feels sor¬ 

ry for. It s their 120 million used-up manager-boyfriends with wispy 

mustaches, fading to get past a velvet rope on Oscar night. 

No mullah wanes to be one of those. They've all seen Coal Miner*! Daughter, and 

other films like that, in which the woman, let for a minute out of purdah, becomes fa¬ 

mous and powerful, and the manager-boyfriend, an empty husk, is left to a career of 

getting drunk and smashing things, and being wrestled to the floor when he impo- 

rcntly attempts to twiddle a knob on a recording console. They see that it’s the fe¬ 

males who have the credit cards, and fame, and are in a steamed-up Car with a minor 

film star while the manager-boy friend, a cuckold to fame, is prevented from entering 

Balthazar and wanders drunkenly in the street, realizing that the manageree has can¬ 

celled his cellphone account. Its the nightmare ol the tube-hatred mullah. This is why 

we are called the Great Shaitan. 

To truly comprehend the agony of the manager-boyfriend, the agony that makes the 

mullahs shudder, take bone-chilling hatred felt by the man whose wife makes more mon¬ 

ey than he does and multiply it by the apocalyptic embarrassment of that dream where 

you re having your rectum examined on national television, Or is it really this bad' Perhaps 

the image of the manager-boyfriend as an impotent fkrc-carcher and discarded trailer-home 

tyrant is a cliche. Can it really be that bad to be one of the well-heeled, vaguely familiar, 

and not always dumped men behind Jt3an Rivers. Dorothy St rat ten, Mar tail Carey, Fran 

Drescher, Victoria LSellers, Tina Turner, Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette, Vanna White, 

jenny Lind, Marilyn Monroe. Congresswoman Carol Mosley-Braun, Helen Reddy, Rita 

Mitchell, Shirley Bassey, Linda Lovelace, Anita Bryant, Reba McEntire, Suzanne Mizzi, 

Cd ine Dion, Cyndi Lauper, La Toy a Jackson, Koko lay lor, Twiggy, Vanessa Williams, 

marathon cheat Nadezha Ilynia, and literature’s Virginia Woolf? Can it really be that bad 

being a manager-boyfriend? And if ir can, why would anyone want ro be one? 

Well, money, for one thing. If your girlfriend becomes successful and makes lots of 

money, you automatically get some of it. You become, if everything goes well, a Svengali, 

The word comes, unsurprisingly, from ' Svengali,'" which is the name of the sinisrer mu¬ 

sical hypnotist and ur- manager- boy friend of George du Manner's novel Trilby. Svengali 

uses hypnosis to turn a tone-deaf artist s model named Trilby O Farrell into the toast of 



TOP; Yesteryear’s Cyndi Lauptr, and 
husband-manager Dave Wolf. 
MIDDLE: Tina Turner and Ike, in 
between spectacular beatings. 
BOTTOM: Twiggy and Nigel “Justin de 
Viiieneuve" Davies, 

Europe. It is a situation which is very lucrative for himself. EIc wears great furs, and rides 

in hansom cabs around Paris, smoking enormous cigars, His profitable career as, well, a 

svenguli, is only interrupted by a coronary arrest while conducting his hypnotized ward 

from an opera box. Trilby, her "conductor" departed, comes to her senses and can do 

nothing but sing a drinking song off key to howls of laughter, 

There are real Svengalis though, successful ones that make the whole thing look de¬ 

ceptively easy. Jenny McCarthy's manager-boyfriend, Ray Marne I la, is living proof that 

manager-boy friending can work, if one takes ordinary business precautions, like simple 

diversification. It may be possible to go unreplaced as a manager-boyfriend, if one, ac¬ 

cording to the Manzella model, takes the precaution of dealing in multiple replaceable 

blondes, A former infomercial king, Manzella may be the Uncontested Boyfriend- 

Manager of the modern age, having sequentially handled, if only commercially, Vanna 

White, Pamela Anderson, and now his cosmic gift of a girlfriend, Jenny McCarthy, 24, 

the breast-augmented and armpit-sniffing former Play hoy model and MTV favorite who 

now has an NBC sitcom. 

Ironically, in her Playboy spread, Jenny listed her "turnoff as "guys who give you 

their business cards and say, Call me, babe, I can make you a star."’ Yet her boyfriend- 

manager is a person who does that for a living, and seems to have a good time doing it. 

Sources say that McCarthy has tried several times to break up with Manzella, who is 

pushing fifty, "but his Svengali effect over her always keeps her coming back." And 

Manzella makes himself useful. Certainly, McCarthy utilizes Manzella. She doesn’t carry 

a handbag, for instance. She keeps Manzella along with her instead, filling his pockets 

with lipsticks. To the casual eye, though, it isn't immediately clear why she would con¬ 

sort with a man who resembles a mangled Ted Damon* 

The answer may be, partially, his clients lack of discrimination: Jenny, a former 

hair-spray "addict," regularly consults psychics, eats Cmnchberries, and visits Indian 

sweat lodges. It is possible that she will believe anything. If Ray gets chucked, he has 

taken precautions that would allow him to hit the ground running. After all, Manzella 

Personal Management had a Beverly Hills address before it had Jenny McCarthy. Jenny 

McCarthy, after all, was the new Pamela Anderson; and Manzella is in a prime situa¬ 

tion to be the man who comes up with the new jenny McCarthy—as indistinguishable 

from her stablemates as the ab-emnehtrs which he sold in his earlier days were from 

each other. Its not impossible that in the autumn of his years, Ray Manzella will be 

teaching Manager-Boyfriend 457 at Wharton. It’s possible, in other words, that with 

a little foresight, Manzella has made it work. 

Models, by the way, have more interfering manager-boyfriends than most. 

Typically, the more the woman's business is selling herself as a piece of meat, the more 

personal management she would seem to need. The supermodel Twiggy’s manager- 

boyfriend in the sixties was a sharp named Nigel Davies who changed his name, for 

business purposes, to Justin de Villeneuve—reminding one of the maxim that one 

should only trust people who discard French names, not those who acquire them. 

Davies cheated on Twig and spent her money—arguably his well-earned manager's 

fees—on Rolls Rovees, Aston Martins, and other women. To his credit, according to 

Twiggy, he .steered the maSCaraed wail clear of the orgies and drugs that were waiting 

to claim her—and which, conceivably, she might have enjoyed. At any rate, they were 

successful together, and we certainly would not have Twiggy to the credit of the civi¬ 

lization, were it not tor Nigel Davies. 

But despite the occasional, freakish success story, svengalbing doesn't usually work. 

The nature of the entertainment business is such that once a woman becomes successful 

enough, there are any number of better equipped replacements waiting for the manag¬ 

er-boyfriend to be put out to pasture. Having made it" (the calendar, the jigsaw puzzle, 

the part on Wings), the average starlet often wishes to cut loose—like a rocket jettison¬ 

ing its fuel tank—from the boyfriend-manager, who usually has poor table manners and 

a vulgar mustache, and won't let her "find herself’—or worse, might appear responsible for 

her success. 
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imon "Svengali Spice" Fuller, whom the Spice Girls 

dumped a few weeks ago after lie had taken them to 

supersrardom, is a good example of this. The sup¬ 

posed one-time bcdmarc of Emma "Baby Spice' 

Bunron (she firmly denies it), Fuller obtained the 

intensely marketable song-and-dance group from 

the manager who actually formed k, and managed 

to net its foolish and arbitrary members over $50 

million. A sensible businessman. Fuller may have 

thought himself left in die position of being the only long-lasting thing about the 

r f 

Spice Girls phenomenon, taking great care that his wards (despite the dolls, the Scary 
r i f 

Spice frozen pizza) were as disposable as tissue, He was wrong, 

Fuller must have figured that there would be no Diana Ross Spice rising up to haunt 

Simon Fuller's Berry Gordy, Like any good Svengali—meaning like Ray Manzeila—he had 

previously managed another woman, Annie Lennox, so he theoretically knew what he was 

dealing with, But Fuller still got fired and today can be imagined drinking in a room some¬ 

where, unable to get a restaurant table with his previous case, no one believing it was his 

genius, rather than that of the girls, chat conjured about $50 million dollars out of thin air. 

Sometimes, though, manager-boyfriends are after something more than just money 

from the arrangement. Sometimes he wants to be famous in his own right—and even has 

all the skills to be so—but through a combination of dreadful circumstances, he goes 

down in history as a manager-boyfriend. The manager-boyfriend who does have some¬ 

thing to recommend himself as an artisr may lose his reputation for artistry, owing to hav¬ 

ing done a bit of manager-boyfriending on the side, 

Ike Turner, cinema's Number One manager-boyfriend, lias a reputation today not 

grander than chat of a talentless, resource-free trailer-park inhabitant whose wife, a genius, 

barely escaped with her life. This is provocative. Ike was a seminal R&B man and a celebri¬ 

ty when he first met Tina and made the mistake of doing some management while he had 

cocaine stuck all over his face. He was also a legendary A&R man who (forget Tina Turner) 

discovered Howlin' Wolf and Elmore Jairm, Without ike, pop music might be substantially 

different. Without Tina Turner, we must observe, it would be substantially the same, Yet 

none of this signifies; Tina is all. Ted Hughes, the Ike Turner of English poetry, probably 

refuses to let a copy of What's Love Got to Do 

With It enter his house, out of solidarity. 

LEFT; Fran Qresther and Peter Jacobson. 

MIDDLE: '*1 am strong. 1 am invincible. I 

have a husband-manager.Helen Reddy 

and Jeff Wald. 

RIGHT: Celine Dion and superannuated 

Canuck Svengali Rene Angelil. 
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Vanessa Williams and Ramon Hervey, 
Mariafa Carey and Tommy Mottola. The 
well-balanced La Toya Jackson and her 
supportive manager-husband, the attractive 
Jack Gordon. 

Most tragic,, however* is when boyfriends become manager-boyfriends simply to hold 

on ro a piece of a woman they happen to be in love with- There are a precious few men who 

manage to ptill it off. They rend to be desperately* romantically heroic, operating quietly 

in the background without snakeskin jacket or business Card, managing to lend both emo¬ 

tional succor and administrative support to a rising spouse. As an example, we could look 

at the devoted, Vaseline-daubing manager-husband of Spunky female boxer Christy Martin, 

who seems never to spill a drop of hiS human dignity, even as his wife’s career falls in¬ 

creasingly under rhe management of vile, Himalaya-haired promoter Don King. 

DISASTER AND DEBASEMENT 

he usual course of events, however, is that the center 

doesn’t hold, and it all goes tragically wrong. The 

'boyfriend-manager begins to lose control, and his 

first instinct is to immediately wrest back as much control of 

the situation as he can—through problem-causing, sexual 

assault, the pathetic smashing of whiskey hordes in film-ser 

trailers, and the cultivation of attention-grabbing facial hair— 

at the very moment when it has become obvious that his power 

over hjs manageree and his social power derived from her have 

evaporated, that he is headed lor that well-peopled graveyard where former boyfriend- 

managers wander about wraith-like, with empty coke spoons and absurd memories of 

having once met Gary Coleman. 

Manager-boyfriends deal very badly with the sensation of being on the way Out. It's 

bad enough for a woman to try to break up with someone under normal conditions, as 

most could tell you—the violence, the tears, the guy lying on the ground in a parking 

lot screaming "Why," etc. Then add the erasure of status, party invites, credit line, com¬ 

prehensive erasure as a viable human being, and the problem is massively compounded. 

Paul Snider, the manager-boyfriend's manager-boy friend discovered Dorothy Stratten 

working at a Dairy Queen in Vancouver She had very large breasts, He took some nude 

shots, and sent them ro Playboy, Dorothy Stratten became Playmate of the Year for 1980. 

Yet, there were problems. Snider, a wrong-forks sort of guy who was basically undesir¬ 

able in every possible way, was evicted from the Playboy Mansion (among other crimes, 

he put an arm around Hef, another manager-boyfriend’s manager-boyfriend), Snider was 
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definitely not going to accompany Dorothy on the rest of her personal adventure, re¬ 

gardless of the fact that Snider had created it in rhe first place. 

Dorothy commenced the social climbing that is routinely the second part of every 

manage ree's career and began an ail air with Peter Bogdanovich. Snider and Stmt ten sepa¬ 

rated, For some reason, however, Stratcen went to meet her estranged husband. He tied her 

to a bondage frame of his own invention, and—not necessarily in this order—sodomized 

her and shot her in the fare with a 12-gauge shotgun. We see that if the boyfriend man¬ 

ager is short a sense of wry self-effacement, some awful things may occur. 

CHANGING THE SYSTEM FROM OUTSIDE 

bviously it is clear, despite a handful of successes, that the 

manager-boy friend thing at some point inevitably 

becomes really quire bad for someone, or everyone, 

concerned. Ultimately, one has to agree with the 
v 

tube-toqued mul lahs of the East that the prob- 

I lem of the "manager-boy friend" is probably the 

fatal flaw of Western Civilization, There would 

be no such thing as a Dorothy Stratten situation— 

V let alone the Spice Girls or the dreadful case of Ike 

Turner or any of the other hideous and degrading cases we 

have mentioned—it the manager-boyfriend were simply wiped off the face of the earth. 

Yet how is this to be done? Is it even possible? 

It seems to us, the answer may be no, it is not possible. At hast by conventional means* 

Since there will always be exploitative, wispy-mustaehed, and potentially dangerous 

manager-boyfriends popping up, the instant that a woman turns out a fetching country 

tune and makes more money within a week than tier mate does laboring for 50 years in 

the coal pits, or in an investment bank, we have decided with great difficulty that ir 

would be far better, and much safer for everyone concerned, if women simply wore veils, 

and didn't work at all, according to the Arabic model. It may be patriarchal, but it could 

save women. 

Which is why the author and editors of this piece, in the name of Allah the merci¬ 

ful and compassionate, do hereby issue a call to Jihad. We formally offer to collaborate 

with any Islamic invasion force that thinks it can establish a workable Islamic law in 

America and thereby end the ceaseless nightmare of both the manager-boyfriend and his 

products. There are obvious arguments against this course of action, questions of an 

ethko-politico-historical nature. Rut for us rhis course of action seems the only one with 

any real viability. 

Nevertheless, should it prove impossible to impose Islamic sumptuary and reli¬ 

gious law, or sharia, at least in the entertainment centers of the west—and if it seems 

that the usual suspects are escaping, for example, under various loopholes and exemp¬ 

tions, and the sword of God has not fallen on the heads of the wicked—then we do ask 

that we may be gently killed with biological weapons from some dusty half-secret stock¬ 

pile,, In the name of Allah the merciful, the compassionate, we ask for deliverance from 

the manager-boyfriend. 

A Mote from the Editors: You will have noticed char there has been no discussion of the 

"manager-girlfriend." That is because women in our flawed and patriarchal Western so¬ 

ciety are expected from birth to do a fair amount of "managing" of mites in addition to 

their duties as bikini-dad sex slaves, without ever becoming, officially, “girlfriend-man¬ 

agers"—with title, cellphone, business cards, an unnecessary studio parking space, or 

their nick-names stitched onto a red, satiny "touring" jacket. This is the cause for their 

being omitted from the piece. 

TOP: Jenny McCarthy and the astutely 
diversified Ray Manzella. 
MIDDLE: Frog luminaries Roger Vadim 
and Catherine Deneuve. 
BOTTOM: Forte of nature Reba McEntire 
and manager-husband Narville 

Blatkstotk. 
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THE DETECTOR 
Ace at detecting fairies, pookas, and other 

members of the devil class? No such luck* This 

is a lie detector, best used by cultures with a 

different grasp of the purposes of language. 

Tell a civilized stretcher and the bugger lights 

up like a Mexican race track, Not for those 

who believe art the greater truth of fiction. 

Retail price: $186. 

TEN-MOTOR MASSEUR WITH HEAT 
The Church don't approve of these buzzing fuckers, but whal with those of this 

class being firmly positioned on the seat of the car, its unlikely the wife could 

winkle a way through to apply her man to the massage elements unless she 

were a bloody contortionist Retail price: $150, 

THE BEST WATCH 
Without a watch to your wrist 

you're a sad bastard when you're 

short a drink in the vast Sahara 

of Holy Hour, pounding on the 

shut of a bloody door with a 
thirst on you like a bloody 

vulture, and Black Jimmie 

Keegan on the other side 

of the window pointing 
at the watch on his own 

wrist and mouthing 
"Closed/' the bastard. 

Retail price: $85, 

A Month’s Worth of Must-Haves 
for the Shamrocks-and-Leprechaun Set 

SUN MASK 
Sure and begod the sun's the man to watch out for. You 

want to watch your eyes lest them ultra-violent rays fired 

down from Mars, is it, make a right haimes of the fuckers 

Retail price: $195, 

Gifts for the 
■ 
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THE URCHIN IV!ULTX-FUNCTONAL CONTAINER 
Gob you'd be hard pressed to fathom the utility of these men, 

"Multi-functional" your arse. You could put a pair of aspirin in one of the Woody 

things and then ask yourself, "'Why?" The wife on the other hand will cover a shelf 

with them in the jakes for you to knock over when you come in terrible with drink 

and trying to be quiet. The bloody 

things cost $58.00, Available at the 

Guggenheim Museum Stores in Mew 

York and the Museum of Contemporary 

Art Store in Los Angeles. 

FREEPLAY 2 RADIO 
What is more important to a Gael than the music of his race? Until this 

day the poor sod of a Gael in a leaking hut with not an outlet or battery 

to his name was bereft of the music which can be wrestled down from the 

airwaves. Not so now. You give a stem twist to the winder on the back, 

and then sit back and listen to the good old songs without paying a cent 

to anyone, let alone them fuckers at the electrical. Available by calling 
toll-free 1-800-597-0000, if you have a phone. Retail price: $79.95, 

CROSS TRAINER 
PORTABLE CD PLAYER 
Some class of E.A.S.S, (Electronic Anti-Shock System) 

supplies a steady gorgeous stream of music even if, in America, you 

fall off your Stairmaster, or, in Holy Ireland, you fall down the stairs 

in a welter of puke. Itrs got a rack of plastic headphones on it that 

stick into your ears like a class of sharpened ice tongs. Retails at most 

electronic stores for $210, 

sodomite: doll 
One of the more disgust¬ 

ing bloody things you can 
find laying around shops 

in urban centers of the 

great Republic to the 

west, and good tuck to 

you getting it past cus¬ 
toms. As for the size 

of the hooter on the gay 
perverted fucker, let's be 

manfully clear and say 
he's not a bloody 

Irishman. Retails for 
$49.95. 
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'MCTORTa 

o fantasias 

LITIGIOUS SOCIETY SPECIAL 

C 

© A Baldwin, picking his nose and 

not doing something else. 

© A diamond bra in fact is not a girl's 

best tool for mammillary 

self-inspection. There is no substitute 

for a trained professional. 

© What's she thinking? What just 

happened? We know, but our lawyer 

says we can't tell you. 

© Neither of these women is 

intoxicated, particularly not the one on 

the left 

© The VP after his battery fell out 

onstage in Iowa. Our source for this 

story is anonymous. We do not 

stand behind him. 

© Any relationship between Ms. 

Turner and an invisible male 

standing on a stool exists solely m the 

mind of the reader. 
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THE SWEET SMELL 
OF SUCCESS* 
ORNELAS VANILLA #1 

Most honored premium cigar south of the border. A special secret and 
balanced blend of choice tobaccos with a tantalizing additional 
touch of vanilla to please the palate and further heighten 
your smoking enjoyment. Hand crafted for those 
with discriminating tastes whose adventurous 
spirits are searching for a new and 
delightful smoking sensation. 
63A" x 44 ring and 40 min¬ 
utes of unadulterated 

smoking pleasure. 

MY INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
TO NEW CUSTOMERS 

5 Ornelas Vanilla #1 for $15.00; 
Regular Retail $36.00. 

THOMPSON CIGAR CO. 
P.O. Box 31274 * Tampa, FL 33633-0537 * Dept, T666 

Send me 5 Ornelas Vanilla #1 handmades (N98524) For 515.00 + $3.95 shipping. 
(Florida residents add 6% sales tax + appropriate county tax). ONE ORDER PER CUSTOMER 

/P/S 

THOMPSON 
L«O..IN< 

My Name 

My Si reel; Address Apt. * 

Daytime Phone # ^ * 

$18.95 Enclosed. Charge to my JVISA U MasterCard LJ AmExprcss J Discover 

America's Oldest Mail Order 
Cigar Company, Est. 1915 

© 1995, Thompson & Co., Inc. 

Credit Card No. {Prtnl All Digits) Exp. Date 

OFFER EXPIRES 3/31/98 * OFFER NOT AVAILABLE TO MINORS * OFFER GOOD ONLY IN THE USA 

1-800-246-8221 Dept.-T666 Fax: 813-882-4605 



ADVICE 

TWIN VISION 
presents 

lmV^i 1 

** The Best of the Best ** 

(900) 860-5777 
Established 1909, st*ll cely $3.25.,'n,nn. 

* Pamela (‘MEL") Pin #1006 * TAROT 
Leading reader in USA - Retelionships 

* Matthew Pin #1007 • CLAIRAUD1ENT 
H parts, few U.S. PresjrtantR 

•Guest Star Pin #1010 
A iamous Psychic visit. 

The Psychic insulate has rased us *i 
jn America for the past two years 

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS 

Manuscripts wanted, all types* 

Publisher with 75-year tradition. 
“Author's Guide to Subsidy Pub¬ 

lishing," (800) 695-9599. 

CATALOGS 

Nude Celebrity Photos! Movie 

and television stars. Catalog: 

$2,00. Prime Media, Box 2253, 

BJasdcU. NY 14219. 

EDUCATION 

Termpaper Assistance* 19,278 

papers available! 306-page cata¬ 

log-rush $2.00, Research, 11322 

Idaho, #20£>SP, Los Angeles*, 

90025, Toll-free: (800) 351-0222 

o r www. researches i sta nee . co m 

FINANCIAL PLANNING 

Free money! Never repay. Person¬ 
al, medical, debts. Free informa¬ 

tion (818) 377-3369, 

HEALTH/FITNESS 

Penis Enlargement, Professional 

vacuum pump or surgical. Gain 

1-3 \ Permanent, safe. Free 

brochures. Dr, Joel Kaplan (312) 

409-5557. 

HOME VIDEOS 

French Lolitas at Rbiera beaches. 

Video: $50. Catalog $2.00, Brazil 

Video, Box 8572, La Jolla, CA 

92038, 

HOME VIDEOS PERSONALS 

Uncensored videos! Nudist, adult* 

more. Catalog; FPS-CartierviHc, 
Box 112* Saint Laurent, Canada 

H4R 2V7. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Free degrees! Counseling, Spiriru- 

al. Hyp notherapy, Ministerial 

License. F,U,L.C,, Box 276265- 

Y, Sacramento, GA 95827, 

SAFE SEX-GET PAW 
As seen on Oprah TVt 

Men 18-4^5yrs. To 

$1,000/wk. 
Cash! All Suites 

Fffff "Bhrk (Jew*T Offtr. 
TOTALLY PRIVATE tNFO: 
305'460-3 335 & 

Wanted: Men 18-50 yrs. Get paid 

lor sale sex and earn up to 

$ 1,000/wk. Lonely women need 

you for intimate services. Find out 

how (473) 407-8227* 18+ Inti toll 

CONDOMS 
EMBARRASSED TO B<JV7?7?7 

NEW AVAILABLE BV MAIL ORDER 
BUY NOW AND SAVE 111 

Ordar 2A Liestyls LubhcakKJ Cdfwlfflms today 
far only $t5.$9 cted* or money order 

and recaive 3 free. 
Mailed discretely in ptaun envelope, 

Send payment to: AFtEC ENTERTAINMENT 
P-0, Bo* BSA, Dept SM Wwiremrille, ll BQ555 

Cable Descrambler Kii. Only 

Si4.95! Why pay hundreds more? 

(800) 752-1389.' 

PERSONALS 

Asian Women desire marriage! 

Sunshine International Corre¬ 

spondence, Box 5500-AE, Kailua- 

Kona* HI 96745-5500. (808) 

325-7707, httpiZ/sunsbine- 

girls.com 

Russian Ladies* truly beautiful, 

educated, seek romance: 3,000 

selected from 80,000+ applicants. 

Exciting tours, videos. Free color 

photocaialog! Euro2I9, P.O.B. 

888851, Atlanta, GA 30356, 

(770) 458-0909, 

Latin Ladies! Mexico - South 

America, Magazines, videos* 

tours. T.L.C., Box 924994 SY, 

Houston, TX 77292-4994. (713) 

896-9224. 

Russian Ladies - Beautiful, edu- 

cared seek love, romance with 

American men of all ages. Free 

color Catalog, Anastasia* Box 

906-SYi Winchester* KY 40392. 

(888) 428-9178 (24 hours). 

www.mssianbride.com 

Filipino Ladies seek men for cor¬ 

respondence, marriage. Free 

photo brochure, Philcan, 2585 

Peach Ave,, Charlie Lake* BC. 

V0C 1H0, 

Asian beauties! Worldwide. 

Romance. Life mates. Color pho¬ 

tos. P.I.C.* Box 461873-S, Los 

Angeles, CA 90046. (213) 650- 

1994. www.padsl.com 

Russian Ladies, beautiful & edu¬ 

cated seek American gentlemen of 

all ages for romance & marriage, 

Exciting Fours! Free color catalog! 

World Match 6327-4 Argyle For¬ 

est Blvd.j Jacksonville, FL 32244, 

(904) 278-8999. 

PHONE SERVICES 

Backdoor Rambi - Home alone, 

(954) 704-7302, (800) 560- 

G1RL, Must be 18+. 
--....... - i 4 - - 

Sizzling hot. Live phone sex, (800) 

238-LIVE. $1,69/minuie. 21+. 

Cheap and Nasty! Call now. 

Backdoor Bambi, 0 1 I -509-900- 

797- Ultra Hardcore* 011-509- 

900-034* Inti ID, 18+* 
I'll nillUMIHUlllHlillll ■ ■ ■ I I ■ ■ ■ NIUJIINI,l,Nitl.*l 1.1 

Hut* live phone sex. Live l-on-L 

,99i/minute, 21+, (212) 741-1202. 

Eavesdrop Line, Secretly listen to 

hoi phone sex calls! (212) 691- 

2444- ,99C/minurc- 21+* 
■ - i i - - » ! • r b - - M - ■ * ■ - - ! A - i * + - H - - - - I - h . - - . . . . i 

XXX Fantasy Personals* (900) 

725-2433. $2.98/minute. (800) 

306-2662. Men and women place 

your own personal ad. Free: (800) 

749-3733. 18+. 

Sexy fantasies. (800) 825-6622. 

Adults over 18 only. 

Real sex samples. (800) 947- 

4066. Adults over 18 only. 

Hot phone sex. (800) 416-6505, 

Adults over 13 only. 

PHONE SERVICES 

Amber's X-Rated Talk Line. 

SLOO/minute, (212) 741- 

SEXY, 21 +. 

Man to Man. (800) 676-6766* 

S2.O0/minuteT V/MC or (900) 

537-6366. S3.69/minure. 18+. 

NPP, NV. 

Free Party Lines. (212) 796- 

3331, (704) 319-2025. 10*- 

25tr/minutc. 18+, 

Pleasure Dome: (473) 441-1030, 

(767) 446-8333* Adult parryline, 

1-1* Gay: (473)441-1033* I8+. 
- *   ......   -4 - s - - -•* - -- n> ‘-I - 

Stunning She-Males - Live! 

(800) 887-4769, (900) 993- 

6021. Kinky oleter women (900) 

993-7014. 18+ as low as 

$2,50/minute* 
-i i. .....i. ......i .........(..I.. 

Free partylines] Coed Connec¬ 

tion, (704) 319-2013; Anything 

Goes in Arizona, (520) 718- 

5476; Guy 2 Guy - The Men's 

Club, (664) 410-2016. Regular 

long distance applies. 18+, 
.. ii...... i.. tii.. ^ 

Explicit hardcore talk! The nasti¬ 

est around, S1,98/m inure/1 8+* 

www.WET5.com (800) 608- 

\ ON I (1661)* (900) 537-6667. 

Kinky Older Women. Be my 

boy toy! (800) 335-1018, (900) 

993-7102. 18+* S2,50+/minutc. 
au. ...... . ±..... ....................... ... ............. ...i....... 

Horny Gay H.S, Studs. Local 

names/numbers, (800) 963- 

2697. (900) 993-7038. 1S + . 

$2.50+/mmuie. 

Horny Young TS/TV’s + Fetish¬ 

es, Walk the wild side! (800) 

349-7688. (900) 993-1523. 1S+. 

S2.50+/minuce, 
■ k*iijjii.iJiiJiiK4i*i.Aiiiiat*jii.,i.id m fc - ■ + ■« imiuiiHrH 

Horny H.S. Seniors. Local 

names/numbers. (800) 906- 

5378. (900) 993-7493. 1S+* 

$2.50+/miriute. 

Horny Young Black Girls, (800) 

697-7933. (900) 9934814. 18+, 

S2.50+/mimite. 
■ nhtM ■ « I 1 ■ 11 1 • • i I 1 i M ■ ■ ! - II I i ■ h i 1 ■ b i ■ ■ ■ iiiiiiiiimigi i ■ i 

LL p 1 S5 IT" ■ *—1 ■ I 
Spicy Hispanic Girls. 

Caliemel (800) 200-1806, (900) 

993-0095. 18#, 32.50+/minutc. 

Free! Gay Action. 

(919) 719-4MEN (4636) 18+ 
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PHONE SERVICES 

Hot pany Ime (914) 346-2300, 

hot action (268) 404-44 85, 

adults/reg. Id. rates/lm'l toll only. 

Horny Strippers Want Sex! 

(800) 695-2385. (900} 993- 
4461. 18+. $2.50+/minute. 

Horny Oriental Girls. Oh baby, 

me so horny! (800) 217-4999. 
(900) 993-9002. 3 8 + . $2.50+/ 

minute. 

#1 Rated! Best Phone Sex. 
Housewives, students, ethnic 
girls. (800) 692-4688. (900) 

435-5778. 18+. $2.50+/minute. 

PHONE SERVICES 

Enter the Gay Pleasuredome. 

Call: (914) 346-1887. As low as 

I(K/minute. 3 8+. 

Sizzling beach party, (217) 873- 

0098. Come get into the groove, 

24 hours/day. 18+> 

Cheatin’ Young Wives. Local 

names/numbers. (800) 351- 

3455, (900) 435-1625. 18+. 

$2.50+/minute. 

Hot, Hung & Horny, (473) 407- 

8528, Young studs arc waiting, 

18+, lnt'1 toll. 

PHONE SERVICES 

New Hut Wild Party Line (473) 

44 3-3015. Only long distance 

apply. No other charges. 

Torture Garden! Is it pain or 

pleasure? $2,99 min, (900) 562- 
2222. 

Indulge your Fantasies. Private 

dateing for men, (800) 720-3448. 
Adiil ts over 18. 

Sexually Aggressive Girls (800) 

860-2269, Voyeurs eavesdrop 

(900) 993-5803. Hot teens 18-21 
y/o (900) 993-9250, (800) 644- 

0147. 18+ from $2.50/ minute. 

PHONE SERVICES 

Award-winning B&D/5&M/ 

fetish offerings with love from 

Nancy Ava Miller, (202) 
45 2-5522; (412) 284-5088. 

w w w *peplove,co m 

PSYCHICS 

KENNY KINGSTON PSYCHfC HOTUNE 

th£ host tmomm phone mu 

li If Ugr ! ce La. pda 
23 Nh#i $3 99 per 

1 900 454 20G1 
Urf. you CWJ- ynd M '-T lTw 

1-800474-0761 
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READ SPY CLASSIFIEDS! 

For Advertising Rates and Information, Flease Write: 

SPY CLASSIFIEDS • P.O. BOX 1510 • CLEARWATER, FL 33757-1510 

(800) 237-9851 • Fax (813) 445-9380 
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EMPLOYEE DISGRUWTL FORMER 

Shooting the: Breeze 
with Annie: Liebowitz 

One-Time Intern, Whom She Used as a Human Sandbag 

i ; 
I • 

i 
Annie Liebowitz 

“I think my total career earnings from 

photography are probably hovering 

around the $400 mark. One day I hope to 

have a proper 'art1 camera—you know, 

with the big front part? But those things 

are seriously pricey."—Annie Liehowitz’s 

former intern. 

How did you come to hook up with Ms. 
Liebowitz in the first place? 
Since l was a chi Id. I have always had an inter¬ 

est in still photography. Annie Eiebmidtz is per¬ 

haps the most fa mom still photographer in the 

world. I took an internship with her, figuring / 

u. mild get to watch her set up lighting and observe 

her style of dealing with photographic subjects. 

Sounds like a real photo opportunity. 
Ha ha. Except it wasn't. Aiy primary duty was to 

keep the floor swept. 1 was helping doe archivist by 

labeling negatives which, incidentally, is really 

boring. But they fired me from that because my 

handwriting was too bad So I was just demoted to 

running a lot of errands. 

Sort of like an intern is supposed to? 
If uent beyond that. Whenever the was in, we 

had to hate cappuccinos waiting. I was sent out 

for a fruit plate and cappuccinos whenever she 

was coming in. Shed freak if she didn't hat v her 

cappuccino. Plus she was a monster with her 

staff. I interned for four months and l only got to 

watch her on one shoot. 

That must have been rewarding. 

/ u as used, as she put it herself as a "human sand¬ 

bag." She said, "l needa human sandbag. You. Go 

sit on that couch," 

Right. Sort of a best*seaMn-the-house 

type of deal. 
Not at all. My only job was to sit on this couch 

and hold the end down, but the shorn went on so 

long ami the lights uete so hot that in the end I sort 

of entered this weird, semi-conscious state. 

Cool. 

And l Sort of heard this voice inside me saying. 

' Get up. You re meant to be working.“ So without 

thinking about it, l just abruptly stood up and all 

the people who were posing <>n the other side fell off. 

That's the only tints: in my entire four-month in- 

term ship l think Annie actually made eye Contact 

with me. She pointed and yelled, “Sit doumV' She 

acted like she was the center of the universe, even 

when dealing with major celebrities on shoots. 

I thought you only went on one shoot. 
Well, l guess that's how I imagine she'd be with 

big-name celebrities. I never sau her with a ma¬ 

jor celebrity, but l also nether saw her slow down 

and talk to someone as if she cared. 1 was there on 

three occasions when she made staff members cry. 

She never made me cry, but l felt on the verge a 

fete times. 

Oh no. 

There was this one time she had these gigantic 

prints hanging up so she could pick which ones she 

liked. Sts me. and this other intern u ere told to paint 

the floor of the studio where the prints u ere hang¬ 

ing. Not only did u e rue latex paint-—-which is 

really urong because it shines when light hits it— 

but l got too close to the trail and got paint on one 

of these incredibly expensive prints, Now if it were 

a glossy print, I could hate u sped it right off But 

they were these special kind of prints on this fibrous 

paper so ! just ended up smearing the paint around. 

It was like a nightmare, t just ran away before 

she arrived. 

Do you have a problem with your brain? 
What? 

Did you have any other problems with 
Annie? 
On my last day, l rode the elevator up with just her. 

Ed been there four months, She asked me, “Ok will 

you be joining us? Are you a new intern?" And / 

said, “Well, actually, l just finished a four-month 

internship. Todays my last day:" 

Do you think Annie Liebowitz would still 
be the world’s most famous photographer 
if she spent all her time learning to recog¬ 
nize her interns? 
/ den i think it would have held her back as much 

as you're implying. 
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Enjoy exercising? You will mow with the Lifecycle 5500K 

re< umbent exercise bike Made by Life Fitness, the HI be and 

in health club equipment, this specially designed in-home 

bike puts youi body in a semi-reclining position for better 

cardiovascular conditioning and superior back support. Health 

club members choose it for its excellent supplemental or cress- 

training workout. You'll enjoy its comfortable ride that will keep 

yen motivated to stick with exercise forever. 

The Lifecycle 5BOOR exercise bike conies with five motivating 

workout programs — including the health club-proven Hi IS 

Program that varies the pedal resistance as you conquer each 

new lull and valley — anti 13 effort levels, including one 

especially for beginners. Plus the computerized console gives 

you immediate fitness feedback, including elapsed time, total 

miles ridden, calories burned per hour, total calories burned, and 

program summary. Just 20 minutes a day, 3 times a week, and 

you'll notice a difference. 

Order your Lifecycle 5500ft now and we'll give you a full 30 day s 
to decide if you like it If you are not completely satisfied, we’ll 

pick it up free of charge There’s absolutely no risk Plus, order 

now and you'll receive Shipping Si Handling ABSOLUTELY 

FREE, Take advantage of our Life Fitness 0% financing offer, 

and you’ll pay just $49-95 a month (total savings: over $500-00).* 

There's neve: been a better time to bring health dub fitness home. 

CALL NOW TO ORDER DIRECT FROM LIFE FITNESS 1-800-877-3867 
Dept. C389 

Or for the authorized dealer near you. Offer expires March 31, 1908, 

#1 BRAND IN HEALTH CLUBS 
Rely on it. 

*0% APR. S49.9B fof AQ mcwi^s . Si 99a 00. ofus applicable sales la*. Olhei pavrtwnl options available; ask (or details. Additional oHer? may be available- Offer indent l-n r-redil approval, valid only 
in r e cofiiinantai U S., and may not be ava lab e a* all reiail locations 01997 nip. Flings®, 3 division ol Brunswick Corporation All tnjhis reserved. Life Fitness and Lifecycle are registered 
trademarks and RELV ON IT is a trademark qI Eurkv. Coi [Mirelinn. RLC 030-97 

visit us at mww lilnfilnnas coni 
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